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Reported Sunday

Police Probe
Third Rape Here
Murray Police Department continues
its investigation today into a rape
reported to police early Sunday morning.
A police spokesman today said an 18year-old Lewisport, Ky., wo,man
reported the incident about 5:30 a.m.
Sunday.She told police the alleged rape
happened on North 13th near the rear
parking lot of McDonald's.
The report marks the third rape
reported to police this fall and the incident is close to the Main Street site of
the beating and attempted assault on
two women earlier this fall.
Police say the description of the
apparent assailant in the latest incident
matches a description given to police
after the Main Street incident. Both
men were described as white males
with blond hair.
0 The police spokesman said the
woman told them that she had been at a
party at a 12th Street residence and was
walking back to the Murray State
University campus when the incident
allegedly occurred. The woman told
police the alleged assailant walked up
behind her and grabbed her,forcing her
to the sidewalk.
The police spokesman said the
woman told police she was staying at
Hart Hall on the Murray State
University campus although she isn't a
student.

Murray High
Bands Concert
Set On Tuesday

The woman first notified MSU
Security about the incident. MSU
Security then notified Murray Police,
the spokesman said. Medical personnel
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
emergency room examined her.
According to the spokesman, the
woman told police the alleged assailant
didn't flourish a weapon. The
spokesman said the woman showed no
signs of being beaten.
Also, the spokesman said a police
investigation continues into an attempted armed robbery last week at
the Fina service station located on KY
121-Bypass.
The spokesman indicated
would like to question the person
persons who pulled up to the station
during the time the robbery attempt
was happening. Police said the person
or persons apparently aborted the
holdup attempt.
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SEE CHRISTMAS PARADE — little Heather Key and her father, Reggie Key,
1617 Kirkwood, Murray, were spotted Saturday watching the Murray Christ' Dias Parade. At the left is the float that won first place for the school
division, Southwest Elementary. DeVanti's won first place for the commercial division, while Calloway County High Choir won second place for

Hubbard Claims Stovall's Call For Session Is 'Political'
By SY RAMSEY
thrilled about the new session," he said.
Associated Press Writer
"They ask why she didn't (take up tax
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — U. Gov.
relief and other proposals she has
Thelma Stovall's call for a special
made) in the 1978 regular session."
session of the state Legislature was
Speaking on a televised panel show
"indeed political" — to the point of
Sunday in Lexington, (Your Govern;
scheduling it on the same day that US.
ment, WI.EX-TV)., the 1st District
Rep. Carroll Hubbard plans to ancongressman indicated he is not at, alL
nounce-laraflOnileaniaalittbeartFsays....7---_-__I--41sfhaftvitWiffir- stovilf,
s-coup
Nra. Stovall, an announced
predicted WA chances in the )9'79 race
Democratic gubernatorial candidate,
will be excellent.
called the session last month in Gov.
Julian Carroll's absence and scheduled
Mrs. Stovall told an audience at
it for Dec. 11, the day Hubbard plans to
Owensboro Saturday that she issued the
announce.
call to benefit the public and not her
political campaign.
Hubbard is one of the prime foes of
Hubbard says he doubts the action
the stateasdrainistration. Mrs. Stovall
will enhance Mrs. Stovall's political
has been mildly opposed to Carroll.
chances.
The candidate believed to hare the
"I don't believe the people are

1

support of the Carroll administration is
former state Commerce Commissioner
Terry McBrayer.
"The day may come when I can
support McBrayer for governor, but it
will be at a time when he is not controlled by the governor," Hubbard said
of his former school colleatgail,-BàbbartFsiftfMcBrayerrpolitical
consultant has adopted the strategy of
trying to mislead Kentuckians into
believing that the real contest is between McBrayer and Mrs. Stovall.
McBrayer probably will be able to
raise vast campaign sums from special
interests, Hubbard said, "but I can
raise less and still win," even in a race
where a number of antiadministration
foes are competing.
' The voters in Kentucky were

called "the young Horowitz," the
spokesman said.
he
440
.
-Perfrof_ 'mom*
London Philharmonic and Walter
Weller and in Paris with the Orchestre
National and Lorin Maazel.

Flooding Results In
Bridge Damage Here
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clear
and cold
Clear and very cold tonight.
Lows in the low and mid 20s
Tuesday 'mostly sunny and
rmer. „Highs in the mid and
upper 40s

"I'm also convinced that others
apathetic last Nov. 7," he said. "(But)
cannot defeat this machine," Hubbard
next November, there will be lines at
said. "I do believe I can defeat Terry."
the polls."
Another Democratic candidate for
Describing the state administration
governor is Ralph Ed Graves, who
as "very corrupt," Hubbard said the
resigned as commissioner of the state
voters want integrity in government
Office for Local Government, to the
and new faces,
rd-e
:=
- ---anatheemajoragantarent.;.-_..1040121*...."
ministration.
GThemocratric scramble is state
Hubbard claimed Graves was pushed
Auditor George Atkins, who has been
into the race to further fragment the
loosely allied with Hubbard against the
western Kentucky coalition.
administration.
He said he has knowledge of a
Despite the friendship, the
meeting at the executive mansion the
congressman said, he has become
day before the Nov. 7 election among
convinced that Atkins' campaign is in a
Graves, McBrayer and Carroll, but did
decline and that even Atkins followers
not elaborate on what he thought was
have told him that the auditor cannot
discussed.
win.

Mayfield Rock Thcyught
Not To Be Meteorite

Acclaimed Pianist Gutierrez
To Give Co-ncert---Tu-esdayutie

,

Staff Photos by Loss ell Atchley

Set For Hubbard's Announcement Day

The Murray High School Concert and
Stage Bands will present a•Fall Concert
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Murray High
School cafeteria.
The Concert Band, under the
direction o9 Frank Schwab and John
Goode, will perform "Torch of Liberty"
by Karl King; selections from "Mary
Poppins" by Alfred Reed; "Thunder
Mountain" by Sidney Carlin; and "All
My Loving" by Lennon and McCartney.
The Symphonic Band will perform
"Minnesota March" by Sousa;
Horario Gutierrez, the young CubanBoston, Cincinnati, Montreal, Houston,
"Incidental Suite" and "Emperata
American pianist whose virtuosity has
'
Dens •
'
io. In addition to
Overture" by Claude Smith; and
.been acclairnad worldwide." NI/ a
_14444;4,
saraskikOilehiagastaalingtezT:.ibpakamceassa. Igliefltr-arstlit
and LOVies:-.
and Canada,
'lc-fourth 'attraction oi—the ciirrent
rez returned to
The Murry High Jazz Band will also - Murray Civic Music Association conCarnegie Hall in November to give his
perform on the program. They will play
cert series.
f.cAtrthN_OW_York recital. He has been
"The Opener," "Corazon,".44'etnesis,"
"Bellavia" and "Montage for Alto and
.Winds."
The Symphonic and Jazz Bands are
under the direction of James Light.
Admission to the concert is free and the
public is invited.
The Murray Middle School Band will
have a Christmas Concert Dec. 12 in the
State and local highway officials
Middle School gym, and a Christmas
oentinue to check damage in the wake
program will be presented by the
of a storm system which dumped
Murray High Symphonic Band and the
almost five inches of rain on Calloway
Murray High Choral Department on
County Sunday.
Tuesday, Dec. 19.

I

schools. Mutray Middle placed third. Church of Nazarene placed second in
the commercial division while.Shipwash placed third. The theme of the
parade this year was -A Galactic Christmas." A page of pictures from the
parade appears in today's edition, page 5.

Set to begin at-8:t5 p.m. hi MSU's
Lovett Auditorium, the concert is open
to Murray Civic Music membership
card holders and full time MSU
studenti with an ID card. Holders of
these cards will be given priority
seating until ten minutes before the
hour of the performance, a spokesman
said. Members of Paducah Community
Concert Association may be admitted
as seating permits after that time, the
spokesman added.
Born in Havana, Cuba, Gutierrea
launched his international career when
he received a silver medal at the
Tchaikovsky competition in Moscow in
1970. He was the only contestant to give
special recitals in Moiccow and
Leningrad immediately following the
competition.
He has appeared on the major concert stages, with most leading orchestras, and his acclaimed tours of
Europe;South ArpericsillOrael and the
U.S.S.R. have brought immediate
return invitations, the spokesman said
He is also a favorite soloist of leading
conductors, such as-Abravenel, Porati,
Foster, Leinsdorf, Maazel, M'ehtit,
Previn and Tennstedt.
Gutierrez's schedule duriag the.19787_ _
:111TrWififfINTWIN
'
pelit—
ei
;41
orchestras of Cleveland'" Chicago,

Both state and county highway officials say the rain caused some road
dnage in portions of the county. Minor
flooding was reported throughout the
county.
John Ed Scott, a data collector for
National Weather Service, said today
the storm system left 4.
.80 inches of rain
in Murray, although some reports
placed the rainfall_ at over five inches.
Rob Walston, county highway
engineer, said a bridge spanning
Wildcat Creek and located on the Ralph
Wright Road between highways 280 and
Doc Douglas Road washed out during
the flooding Sunday. He indicated also
that some bridge abutments are out and
several sewers are uncovered. Walston

said some school bus drivers were
unable to make some runs today
although he said most roads should be
passable by the end of today.
Sherwood Potts, Kentucky Department of Transportation's county highway maintenance supervisor, said
today KY 121 is open today after
flooding over a temporary bridge near
CoIdwattr forced its closing Sunday
Traffic has been detoured over the
temporary bridge while a permanent
bridge on the highway is being
reconstructed.
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to the ground in
tudgy.
Burnley drove to Mayfield Saturday
night and met'the reporter
the
A rock which was found in a Mayfield
map, who took him to the site Pi.the fltit
wheatfield Saturday night and believed
_ttbea-nietiorite is not -JwairtAig*btk-46':"1"Iiiiiirkilif ge "CO
Mariettf
e
arjLtiikrigiiirdebrirf
;
cording to Bill Burnley, astronomy
"When I arrived, /you could see a
professor at Murray State University.
fresh furrow in the ground three and
-"Alter- consulting with a geologist
one-half to four feet long around the
this morning, I feel almost certain that
rock. It was 30 to 35 percent buried in
it is, not a meteorite," Burnley said of
the ground. There were giblets all
the nine-inch-long mass of rock.
around the large rock. About 100 feet
"This would, of course, indicate that
back from the apparent point of impact,
a hoax has been perpetrated," Burnley
the top of elm trees were clipped."
stated. He also said that a chemical
Burnley continued.
analysis would be run on the rock as
""the apparent trajectory path was
soon as possible. •
from the northeast, which was the
A Mayfield radio station staff
direction of the,flash," he said.
member told Burnley in a telephone
The rock weighs about 12 pounds and
call Saturday night that a Mayfield
appears to be burned on one side, which
man had seen the "meteorite" fall
would have occurred if it fell to the
Thursday night while coon hunting.
earth.
Other Kentucky residents, as well as
The MSU professor explained that a
residents of Illinois, Ohio, Tennessee,
meteorite burns or explodes when it
Missouri and Michigan,reported seeing
enters the earth's atmosphere. The
a "blue flash" in the sky Thursday
debris, or meteorite, burns or explodes
night. Crews have been looking for
because it is cold when it enters the
fragments of rock which reportedly fell
atmosphere, which is extremely hot
By DEBBIE N.LEE.
Staff Reporter

'

Potts said a number of statemaintained roads experi4nced short
term flooding. High water undermined
a culvert on KY 464 near Almo Church
of Christ, leading to one lane traffic there today.

High water was also reported on
some streets in Murray Sunday.

Striking Workers At
Mayfield Back At Work
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — Striking
union employees of the Genehil Tire &
Rubber Co. agreed to return to work
today, apparently ending a four-day
walkout.
The agreement by members of the
United Robber Workers Local 665 came
Sunday after union officials read the
employees a back-to-work order issued
last week by U.S. District Judge
Edward Johnstone at Paducah.
The employe, who walked off the
jillUPOikY«.1a1104-bl-ZapaLY,0
Friday despite ttro-artter:. 7
Some union members said the strike

resulted from a dispute over pay during
a shutdown of an assembly line during
an equipment failure at the plant about
two weeks ago.
While most employees in the affected
area of the plant 'Went on lower
"downtime" pay, a few were paid
normal wages, and the company has
never corrected the error, the union
members said.
A General Tire spokesmae said the
company would have no comment on
the reason for the strike.
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METEORITE OR NOT??? — That's the question Murray State iilniversity.
astronomy professor Bill Burnley and other scientists are trying to arrswet
concerning this nine-inch-long,rock. The r_ ck,
11_0
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Wedding Planned At
The Hazel Church
The Bread for the World
Chapter of Calloway County
will bold its regular monthly
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Thursday. Dec. 7, at the First
Clu-istian Church Library.
Mrs. Margaret Porter, ad hoc
chairman, will preside.
The 'Rev. Buzz Rabatui of
• ihelltut-Presbyterttin Church
will review Parti of the book,
"Rich Christians in an Age ofHunger" by Ronald J Sider.
The Rev. Frank Brett of the
' Hazel United Methodist
Church will lead the Bible
Study portion dealing with
world hunger issues and
- Christian lifestyle.
- The public is invited.

Teach For Singles

jemissie Cam/ 1.'resoudi
mid 1;ig.111,1 Del. Nis-within

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Prescott ..of Hazel announce
the
`..•
Singles Unlimited will meet- engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Jeannie Carol, to Gerald Dee Sheridan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
tonight ( Monday ) at 7:30
Dolphus Sheridan of Hazel.
in the kitchen of the First
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Colene Wells
United Methodist Church.
of Eddyville. Mrs. Pearl Thorn of Dexter is the
grandmother
Dr. Alice Koenecke will of the groom-elect, who is employed at Williams Radiator
teach a special lesson on
and Glass Company.
"Christmas Candy Making."
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Friday, December
This organization is open to 22, at 7
p.m. at the Hazel Baptist Church. A reception will
all single adults, 18 years of follow
the ceremony.
age or older. For information
No formal invitations will be sent, and all friends and
call the church, 753-3812.
relatives are invited to attend

SALE OF DIAMOND
SOUTAIRES1

T. I y2 car: I I CT.

299 I 4S9 1'1,199
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The Murray Head Start
celebrated its annual preThanksgiving potluck Nov. 20
with more than 80 adults and
90 children attending.
The Head Start Parent
Committee which organized
the event included Gloria
Brown, committee chairperson, Virginia Felgenhauer,
.Y19cgasAk..4140Ci.naft.v:.
--Bliintiint Debbie
Spinks, Janette Allen, Sandra
Tharp and Karen Billington.
Special thanks is given to
Mrs. Artie Petty for preparing
the turkeys and dressing and
to Ruth Pollard who .was in
charge of seeking donations.
Thanks also go to the merchants who donated items for
the dinner.
The Murray Head Start
program is a federally funded
program currently serving 80
children in the Calloway
County area.

Special Events Of December
And Winter Are Discussed
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
Outside of Christmas, one of
the best things about
December is Winter solstice that heart-throb'in the pulse
time when, as the almanac
notes, winter begins in the
northern hemisphere.
And what makes Winter
solstice so important? It
means that the sun which, in
effect, has been moving away
from us since last June has
finally reached the end of its
tether. At this point and for an
infinitesimal part of a second,
it will pause, turn, and once
again start on its oh so slow
return to the North. Henceforth the dark night wall
shorten and the hours of
daylight lengthen into another
burgeoning spring with all the
beauty and wonder of annual

resurrection.
Some winter has called
December the "year in age
and
wisdom"
which,
figuratively speaking, is
probably true. Realistically,
however, it is much more.It is
a month in which the year
returns to the fundamentals.
It is stark bare trees and dark
evergreens, cold
winds
swirling dead leaves across
the lawn and building up
compost heaps in fence corners. It is red-berried holly
and wintergreen on the rocky
bluffs of the river, pipsissewa
older than the pine thickets in
which it grows, and bare-red
tapers of staghorn sumac
whose lemon-sour seed delight
the hearts and tastebuds of the
great pileated woodpeckers.
December is titmice,
chickadees, nuthatches, and

Nutrition Program Menus
For The Week Are Released
The menus for the Nutrition
Program For The Elderly at
the Douglas Center and also
for "Meals On Wheels" for the
week of Dec. 4 to 8 have been
released by Sally Dulord,
dietitian-nutritionist, and
Wilma Wilson, site manager.
For reservations persons may
call 753-8938.
Menus are as follows:
Monday-turkey casserole,
slice cheese, cream corn,
green peas, tossed salad, hot,
roll, butter, peach cobbler,
and milk.
Tuesday-fish, tartar sauce,
oven browned potatoes, green

Ruby
Betz, longtime
urray resideut and nurse in

b
-112e-a4thae-aiithe_latiAs6go
mason,--riptit • eintiroom-

beans, sliced tomatoes, hot
roll, butter, banana pudding,
and milk.
Wednesday-fried chicken,
fluffy rice, carrots, parsley,
hot roll, butter, applesaucegingerbread, and milk.
Thursday --beef patty,
tomato sauce, mashed
potatoes, steamed cabbage,
fruit cocktail in red gelatin,
hot roll, butter, white cake,
vanilla pudding sauce, and
milk.
Friday-baked fresh ham,
white beans, turnip greens,
cole slaw, corn bread, butter,
applesauce cake,and milk.

Tuesday Is
Bargain Bite
At These Theatres

have a
the home
Stubblefieli

winter wrens fluttering
around bira"feeders, hungry
owls calling from the depths of
piney woods, and cold,lonesome crows gleaning the
cornfields and searching for
frozen grasshoppers in clumps
of dead grass in the
pasturefield.
December is also a month of
longjohns, wool socks, kettles
of vegetable soup simmering
on back burners, and so many
shopping days before that
night Santa Claus comes down
the chimney.
Despite its cold days and
oftimes
gloomy
skies,
December is a month of good
cheer in which carols, old as
history, become as popular as
modern hits, and are
universally sung wherever
Christian peoples gather. In
pageant, tableau, play, and
parade, December recalls all
the wonder, and the glory of
the N'Stivity and commemorates the humble birth
of the greatest man that ever
lived on this earth.
December has all this and
more to commend it. It is,
indeed, a good month as the
almanac further says to:
Paint the basement stairs...Make certain aniamls have
plenty of bedding . . . Check
and repair fishing tackle . .
Have the old family Bible
rebound . . . Check tools,
sharpen and oil them...Catch
Mom or some other pretty girl
under the mistletoe...Begin to
plan for next year...Put food
out for the birds.. Check and
repair appliance cords...Buy a
live Christmas tree and plant
it in the yard...Read the 2nd
Chapter of St. Luke.
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1.1ow on Cable Channel 13, Murray
Cablevision viewers will see Coma
starring Genevieve Bujold and
Michael Douglas; On Location; Alan King
Goes To Queens; Lee Remick and
Richard Burton in The Medusa Touch;plus White Buffalo and Pony Express Rider.
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each night through December 10. Order before. December 11 and sai
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Tuesday,December 5
Tuesday, December 5
have a
First United Methodist
Groups of First Baptist
mamas program at
$ the home of Mrs. Frank A. Church Women will meet as
Church Women will meet at
Stubblefield at-7:30 p.m.
ten a.m. at the Hale Chapel of
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Martha Pitman at 10 the church with executive
Lottie Moon Group of First a.m.; Dorothy with Helen
board to meet at 9 a.m. and
Baptist Church Women .will Hogancamp at 10:30 a.m.
coffee to be served at 9:30
meet at 7 p.m. in the church
a.m
parlor.
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at the • Murray
Music
Civic
Calloway County Retired Health Center at 7 p.m.
Association will present
Teachers will meet at 6 p.m.
Horacio Gutierrez in a piano
- at the Colonial House
Delta
Department of concert at 8:15 p.m at Lovett
Smorgasbord.
•
Murray Woman's Club will Auditorium, Murray State
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club University. Admission is by
Doris McDowell, Executive house with program by Mrs.
membership card of 1VISU
Director, Kentucky Board of Ruby Crider.
identification card.
Nursing, will speak at the
Mason
Hall
Nursing
Kappa Department of
Dr. F. L. Kumar will
Auditorium, Murray State, at Murray Woman's Club will
present a paper, "Truth: A
• 7:30 p.m. All RN's and L. P. meet at the club house at 6:30
Philosophical Investigation,"
.'s are invited.
p.m. for KAPPA Children's
with discussion to follow at 3
Christmas Party.
p.m. in Room 500, Faculty
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Hall, Murray State. This is
and Accepted Masons will
St. Leo's Women's Guild will
free and open to the publie7
'meet at the lodge hall at 7:30 have its Christmas potluck
luncheon at Gleason Hall at
p.m.
Murray State Racers will
noon.
Mississippi College at
play
First
Baptist
Church
Fie-.houseat-7t30p.m. - erhood-1.1 of First Ciristian
supper at the Fellowship Hall Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Estelle
Adult IV of First Baptist
nt6 p.m. --McDougal at 2 p.m. with Mrs. Church will meet at Jonathan
Parents Anonymous will Gladys Valentine and Mrs.
Creek at 6:30 p.m.
eet at 7:15 p.m. at the Jewel Jones as cohostesses.
mmanuel Lutheran Church. Presentingbgram will be
Wednesday,December 6
or information call 759-1792 Mrs.Helen
Hodges,
Baptist Women, Acteens,
Or 753-9261.
Mrs.Marge Hays, and Mrs. and GA's of Elm Grove
/4.•
Helen Bennett.
Baptist Church will have a
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
spaghetti supper at the church
(
77:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Baptist Church at 5:30 p.m. The Rev. MarFirst
Ilslorth 7th and Olive Streets, Women will have its first
shall Mines will speak for the
kMurray.
program for Week of Prayer Week of Prayer at the midfor Foreign Missions at the week services at 7 p.m.
Singles Unlimited will meet church at 9:30 a.m.
at 7:30 p.m. in the social hall
Nature's Palette Garden
of the First United Methodist
Elm Grove Baptist Church Club will meet at the Ellis
° Church. This is open to all
Women will meet at the home Community Center at 11 a.m.
single adults over 18,years of
of Elects Fulkerson at 1:30 with the lesson to be on
age.
"Christmas
Decorations."
Student Center Video,
group
The
plans
to eat at a
Ellis Center will be open
"Beneath the War of The
local restaurant.
Worlds," will be shown in from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Student Center lobby, Murray activities by the Murray
Mission groups of Flint
State University, and will Senior Citizens with devotion
Baptist Church are scheduled
committees
for
at 10:05 a.m.,
continue through Dec.8.
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
bazaar at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
church.
program
Christmas
Class in Water Safety will noon, and
iflkttf .46--Setustet._tei.r-earaalusaaut-ups
-—
f the M
pool from 6 to 9 p.m. a
Baptist
Church are scheduled
Murray State University and Calloway County Hospital at
to meet at 7 p.m.
1:30p.m.
will continue on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday
Bowling for senior citizens
Dexter Senior Citizens are
evenings through Dec. 15. For
is
scheduled at 1:30 p.m. at
information call Dr. Rex scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at Corvette
Lane,.
Center.
Dexter
the
Alexander,762-6826.

Lawrence E.Lamb.M.D.

BETTY SHEPARD, right. Irn-711 chairman of the Women
of the Oaks Country Club, presents a bracelet to Wanda
Brown, left, 1978 Club Champion,at the dinner held Nov.22 at
the Sirloin Stockade. Awards were also presented to other
winners. Elected as officers for the year, 1979, were Mary
Bogard, chairman; Debbie Branch, co-chairman; Vicki
Nance, golf chairman; Wanda Brown, golf co-chairman;
Essie Caldwell, tee-off; Murrelle Walker, mini-max; Joyce
Thomas, luncheon; Burlene Brewer, publicity; Marsha.
Hargrove and Hazel Ray,children's socials.
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DEAR DR LAMB
have a dbughter who has
had bad breath since she
was a young girl. We have
been to an ear, nose and
throat doctor and a dentist
and our family doctor. We
have had her tonsils removed. and that didn't help
at all. Most of the doctors
tend to deny that she has bad
breath. I suspect it is be7
cause they donit-Jinow anything to do abliut
I read one of yourcolumns
talking about bad breath.
You mentioned • it could
come from the stomach or
even the lungs. f wish you
would give me some .more
information on that. If there
is any help anywhere, we
would certainly appreciate
it. You couldn't possibly understand how much it would

mean.
DEAR READER -- It is
indeed a happy occasion
When a person has bad
breath and finds a way to,
cure it. Unfortunately, that
is easier said than dose in
too many cases__
You have done fhe things I
would usually recommend.
I3ad breath can be caused
from a chronic sinus infection. It can be caused from
an infection in the back of
the throat. It can even be
caused by bad tonsils, but
that is very rarely the cause.
Frequently, it is associated with the teeth and
that's why
le with bad
breath problems need to see
the dentist. Infections
around the bases of the teeth
and other dental problems

7)e
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1

Horoscope
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Frances Drake

By Abigail Van Buren

Think Now,Buy Later
DEAR READERS: Can you believe it's time to prepare
for the holidays again? Well, it is, so do yourselves a favor:
and do your Christmas or Hanukkah shopping early.
If you're wondering what to give 4not Bessie or Grandpa,
who don't get out much. Let me tell you what NOT to give
them:
No dusting powder, after-shave or cologne. (They probably have several unopened boxes gathering dust on their
closet shelves.(
-Grandpa doesn't need another necktie, and Grandma
doesn't really want any more brooches, necklaces or
bracelets.
With the price of groceries so high, folks who live alone on
a fixed income probably would be delighted to receive a
basket of goodies. Include small cans of salmon, chicken,
ham, tuna, vegetables, fruit, instant coffee, tea bags,
crackers, cookies and instant soup mix.
Another thoughtful gift is lined stationery with envelopes
and a generous supply of postage stamps. (Enclose some

FORTUESDAY,DECEMBER 5, 1978
What kind of day 'will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 gYs
4
Don't expect old problems
simply to go away now, but at
least, you'll gain an insight
today on how to handle them
in the future.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
The concerns of children or.
dependents require your attention now. Protect assets in
joint financial dealings. Accent practicality.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
There are some domestic
duties which need to be
handled now. Talk things over

n

•

receptive to your ideas.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
Not a good time to receive a
favorable response from
publishers, and teachers or
advisers seem inaccessible.
Practice self-analysis.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You can make new friends
today, but don't involve them
with your problems. You may
be unable to attend a social
function.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
It will be difficult to receive
cooperation from others re
career interests, but you still
can put in a good day's work
yourself.

icr

X

YOU BORN TODAY won't
find contentment in a routine
job, as your love of freedom

are riot always things a
wrns.on can correct on his
o
pe
If bad breath is not caused
by the sinuses, throat or
teeth, then you have to. start
looking elsewhere. I am
sending you The Health Let
ter number 9-4, Halitosis,
The Bad Breath Problem
And What To Do About It, in
s it will give you some
hopes
that will be useful. Other readers who want
this issue can send 50 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it
Send your request to me
care of this newspaper, P.O
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
People seem to forget that
the breath comes from the
lungs. Every time you exhale you are breathing air
out. Any odors that are produced by variations in the
body chemistry may result
in breathing out chemicals
Matonfain an odor.
The best example of this is
alcohol. It's absorbed into
your blood stream and the
blood carries it to your
lungs. Then when you
breathe out, the alcohol goes
with your exhaled breath
That's how the breath analysis test for blood alcohol
works.
It's also why breath mints
and mouthwashes don't
cover up the problem very
long. The alcohol is still
coming out ,from the lungs
every time you exhale.
Swishing mouthwash around
in your mouth isn't going to
solve the basic origin of the
odor from the lungs.
Another example you see
is in a person who is fasting
or on a very low carbohydrate diet. This upsets the
body chemistry and causes
you to have chemicals released with your breath that
ye an odor very similar tei
cohol.
< It's very seldom that the
bad odor itself comes from
the stomach. After all, you
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t"43a
ch, k1111—
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le
lkalf
athe
)*ttf
to insure
out
needed coogeration
slant change. You'd do well in storna
occasions so they too can sendbirthday,'. anniversary,
CANCER
an occupation that brings you with your lungs. There are
grad'oation, get-well and condolence cards to others. (Be a
occasional instances of in(June 21 to July 22)
in contact with a rapid tur- digestion that are associated
sport! Stamp some envelopes.)
You
needn't
worry
yourself
nover of clients. You can run a with belehing that may reDon't give anyone a gift of clothing unless you're abSick Mental work or problems restaurant, rent apartments, lease a. temporary bad odor.
solutely sure the size is right. That goes for the color and
' . .
seem difficult, yet progress manage hotels, and are a born or there are digestive probstyle, too.
still can be made. Find one salesman. If your curiosity lems where food is lodged in
If you're tempted to pass along a scarf, purse, wallet or
some useless little doodad you received for Christmas three . quiet moment for yourself in extends to mental planes, then the lower part of the esoCleanth Brooks, proftsaot years
the p.m.
ago, please don't. It's a pretty fair bet the
BUTONE•1111.TONE•BELTONE•BELTONE•EtUTONE•BELTONI
you'd make a good lawyer, phagus and the stagnant
emeritus of English at Yale . will find it just as useless as you did. (Besides, recipient
food trapped there may reLEO
YOU
might
writer,
speaker, doctor, lease unpleasant
co
•
University and a native of' get it beat the year after next.)
odors.
1,July 23 to Aug: 22)4124;
engineer
or
politician. Your Those are rather rare medi-4
Murray, will lecture on "The
If someone on your gift list is living on a pension, a check
Instead of worrying about a
sense of the dramatic finds a cal problems. A lot of people
z Importance of Place in for any amount would be much more appreciated than a shortage of funds, use today to ready
outlet in the en- think that bad breath comes
•
Southern
Literature:
frivolous little trinket. Or give someone who's counting his
balance the books - at least tertainment world. For your from the colon. That's not
co
:=
Faulkner, Warren and Welty" pennies a ylear's subscription to a newspaper or magezine
on paper. Don't let financial
•
best success aim for the top; true either.
WHEN A HEARING
at 7:30 p.m. at the Student you know he'll enjoy.
Try again with another
worries affect self-esteem.
otherwise you. may not make
Don't
AID WILL HELP
give
a pet to anyone unless you're absolutely sure
E Center auditorium, Murray
VIRGO
the most of your talents. ear, nose and throat special02 State. This is open ti the it's wanted and will be properly cared for. If you want to
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 170'1i, Birthdate of: Walt Disney, ist to make certain that your
1en
delight a friend whose dog ,or. cat is considereA a member of
daughter doesn't have a
public at no charge.
You may feel youtave too filmmaker; Strom Thurmond, chronic infection
- HEARING AIM ANEFFIEMING- TESTING-EQUIPthe family, include a tin of cat or dog food for the pet. '
of her
0
much responsibility already to
MENT IS OUR ONLY BUSINESS. SO AT BELTONE
politician; and Christina sinuses that could be beneDon't
give
gifts
of
wine
or
liquor
unless
you're
sure
the
Thursday,December 7
tackle anmething new, yet the
• ,WE ARESPF.CTALLST
Rossetti, poet •
fited by treatment. •
recipients imbibe. Candy, nuts and fruitcake make wonderBread for the World Chapter ful gifts for
opportunity arises. Perhaps,
.those who aren't counting their calories, but
SPECIALIST WITH
. Call4AIBY C°W-itY Will 11(
4
.
-please have- eompermitin for tintst-irlarore, and lekd theta -*C'-u:-C--e
ting
—
regular monthly Ineeigtriti got intoJeistigagsa.-.•
—
ms.—......
Y
-7
w"IrtRif5- . —
or
ervice
e
LIBRA
7:30 p.m. at First Christian
to
Resist giving toddlers stuffed animals yd dolls that are
'In Home Sales & Service
Chinch Library.
•'
bigger than they are. Parents will thank you for not sending
(Sin'tt° °ct• 4h —
/
A day to avoid negative
Repairs on ALL Make Aids
their children horns, drums, sirens or whistles. If you give a
en
thinking Relatives may have
child a game or book, be sure it'a.io the appropriate age
*Whines 16 11? AU Aids
--Tfrtglytiat es theopertirrg of his officer
7.416y Carving
•
range.
problems now that make you
*FREE Hearing Testing
rst
Instead of giving someone a gift with permission to "take
es••
feel inadequate. Care needed
*30-Day FREE Trial less cost of earmold
for the prnetice-of
44
Prepare ahead for simple it back and exchange it if it's not what you want,"
why not
in travel,
carving of a pork loin roast save yourself (and them) much time and effort by giving
SCORPIO
when it arrives at the table them a gift certificate in the first place.
(.1
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
by having the meat retailer
ABBY
"A friend in need is a friend
loosen the chine (back) bone
0
P.S.: To be alone at Christmas is sad beyond measure. If
indeed" in most cases, but not
by sawing across the rib bgges yqu know someone who faces that bleak prospect, give him
today, when you'll have to be
•
of the roast. After the rake or her the greatest...gilt...W-41: an invitation to spend the holiwary of financial dealings
1200 Poplar St.
or
Wallis Drugs ''.•.:
ing is completed, the back bone day with you and your lankily.
with others. '
Benton, Ky.
203 Smith Fifth Street
Murray, Ky. 0
can be easily removed by runSAGITTARIUS
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
f,
Phone for Service or Test
ning the carving knife , along wedding or a
•
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 2°r
11urrav. Kenttick v -12071
simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
527 8463
or
.
70•1272
the edge of the roast before the Abby's new booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding."
Career progress may seem
BEITONE When a hearing aid will help
Telephone:.753-8368.
0 meat is placed on the platter to Send $1 and a long, stamped 128 cents) self-addressed slow, but attend to duty. •
be carved, says the National envelope to Abby: 132 Ludo, Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
What's more, higher-ups seem
Live Stock and Meat Board
BELTONE•BILTONE•BELTONE•BELTONE•BRTONE•BUTONE•
90212.
pre-occupied and may not be

8
-
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-David G.Fitch D.M.D
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BELTONE HEARING
AID SERVICE'

N. 12th

General Dentistry's

Majestic House
Steak •Pizza

1St- fillIEVERSLiRY
-- On Out
r7---Come

It's Our 1st Anniversary
A Lot ofAppliance for Your Money
We'll Have
Coffee and Donuts
Microwaves
For Everyone!
Starts.' Li

159-H14

Mon.-Sat. 11:00 a.m. to Midnight
Sunday 11:00 - 10:00
Get Ready For Our New Specials Now Through Dec. 25

'279"

PIZZAS
Reg. Price

Now

Small

Medium

Large

$2.55

$3.55

$4.55

$200

$300

$400

MICROWAVE
MASTER
COLLECTION!

F
VALUE PACKED 30 HOTPOINT RANGE
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also featuring this
10w4sricad laundry pair!

Order
Now
For
Christmas

$1 75
Reg.$2.45 Now 81 85
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Reg.$3.85 Now $335

including Salad Bat)
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e
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Reg. Price $4.45
$345

Salad Bar
Steaks, Rib

*Microwaves *Ranges
*Refrigerators *Compactors
*Washer & Dryers • Built-Ins
:
*Dishwashers

so.

ALL OF OUR PIZZA ITEMS ARE PREPARED IN OUR KITCHEN IT THE OWNER HIMSELF!

Gyros Dinner
Now With Salad Bar
Gyros Sandwich
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Mumbo-Jumbo
On Bond Issue

10 Years Ago

FRANKFORT - There's an uninqualify for low interest mortgages.
teibbile bit of legal mumbo-jumbo in a
Does it really make sense to fiance
proposed $31 million Kentucky Housing
low interest mortgages for most
Corporation bond issue that seems to
Kentuckians through state revenue
sive the impression that State of
bonds, when mortgages have
Kentucky stands steadfastly behind
traditionally beau available through
these tax-free bonds.
loans?
banks and savings
This information is contained on page
And does it really make sense for
3 of the bond prospectus for $32 million
buyers of those bonds to pay no taxes on.
their income from those bonds? Are
to be sold.
s'•
mortgages for families with average
In essence the mumbo-jumbo seems
incomes a legitimate tax-free purpose?
to say that if the reserve for retiring the
A growing number of Kentuckians
bonds falls below the annual payment
are asking that question. Their clash
the legislature must approve in its next
with the housing corporation and with
budget the required amount. In the
the brokers and bond attorneys who
event a legislative session is more than
stand to gain from those bonds should
six months away,the money must come
prove interesting in the months ahead.
from the governor's contingency fund.
The cost of the $31,000 million issue is
In my reading, that ertcompasses the
.95 of one per cent or $294,000 for the
commonwealth's full faith and credit.
lawyers and bond brokers.
In other words the state is responsible.
AN
01.1115 MOPS GOMM
Preparing the legal papers for the
Other states have proved this to be
111
bcild issue is-a •'cut-and-past" job that
trueAiew-York.for example, ha spent
-7-131tot
—iii—
sn—diEVans and Roisert Novak
g good efficient legal secretary can do.
several million dollars in con-Ung to the
Merely take the last one and put in the
rescue of its public housing corporation
new figure and update it.
twit* in thepast two years.
Investors are withdrawing funds
And yet, Kentucky Housing Corfrom savings and loans and from banks
poration has maintained steadfastly
to buy these tax-free -mortgages. The
that these bonds in no way obligate
interest income is tax free. This will
Kentucky's taxpayers.
cost the state of Kentucky's general
Let's hope they're right, because in
the past three years, Kentucky Housing. fund, for interest from savings and
loans and banks is taxable.
Corporation has issued bonds totaling
F. Lynn Luailen, executive director
almost $500 million, and has the
WASHINGTON - President Carter
of Kentucky Housing Corporation,
authority to issue another $200 million.
Department officials understandably
National Committee. Efforts to- enlist
was spared a major embarrassment
proposes to funnel the money through
During the same period of time,
upset at the prospect of working for a
support of Dent, a key Southern
the
when his prospective offer of a high
banks and savings and loans through
bonds issued for all other state purdefeated politician with experience
Republican strategist in the NixonCommerce
Department
job
to
defeated
tough economic times.
poses, excluding highways, have
limited to stockbroking on Wall Street
Ford years, have been made on Bush b.
South Carolina senatorial nominee
Charles Murphy, president of the
totaled only one-eighth of the amount
and political campaigning. The exbehalf by Dick Herman, former
Charles
E.
(Pug)
Ravenel
was
rejected
Kentucky Savings and Loan league, say
issued by the housing corporation.
pected resignations would have inNebraska state chairman, aadby Ravenel.
the Kentucky Housing board has sole
New highway construction has -included at least two assistant
Uas,a top Bush aide at the Repu
The
embarrassment:
top-level
creased Kentucky's debt by about the
authority to say what constitutes a low.
secretaries under consideration for the
National Committee when Bush was
resignations at Commerce.
same amount as the housing corincome family. If they say-low income
about-to-be-vacated undersecretary
chairman.
----Suffering
pangs
of conscience for
is $40,000 a year, that's what it is," he
poration.
post: Jerry Jasinowski and Frank Well.
-s
answer:
Dent's
a polite no. Now
having persuaded • Ravenel to unA growing number of people are
said? "That's too much power."
Ravenel originally wanted to run for
practicing law in Columbia, S.C., Dent
deftake
the
Senate race against
becoming alarmed that Kentucky's
Jack Rhorer. vice president of
governor, the job he had all but
is avoiding 1980 politics for the time
Republican Sen. Strom Thurmond, with
bonded debt is too high. A recent state
Capital Federal Savings and Loan in
wrapped up in 1974 when he was ruled
being and even disavows any intention
long
negative
odds, Carter ordered
study reports that our debt tripled in a
Frankfort, and former president of the
off the ballot for lack of residency
of
joining forces with his old friend John
Commerce Secretary Juanita Kreps to
10-year period ended in 1975. At that
Kentucky Savings and Loan League, is
requirements. Carter and Vice
Connally, another expected 1980
B.
offer
Ravenel the post of unpoint, Kentucky's state and local longa member of the Kentucky Housing
President Mondale talked him into the
contender.
is-sss-s#0#0,144iLlatalatitLiattlarsetiessistssats:
Seuate-seeel preeerSimihr.4amernor
keertascia!railmei—derAecr-f-e-laa
woman an(IMirin giiiriaty,although
fote "ne'/-on the issue af the Dec. 14 ---fturtnoM teat hail With 56- perceitof
racefor Richard Riley, a major Carter
The pending shakeup of the crucial
the vote.
our per capita income is near the loWest
meeting.
supporter in the 1976 presidential
defense appropriations subHouse
But Ravenel, who originally wanted
in the nation. The national average debt
campaign and a big winner on Nov. 7.
committee,
long the private preserve of
to run for governor this year, had other
was $1,030. None of the surrounding
BUSH MOVES
Rep.
retiring
George Mahon of Texas,
ideas for his future. In a one-hour
states was within 20 percent of KenThe unannounced drive for the
shaking
defense-oriented
is
conversation
with
Mrs.
Kreps
tucky, and debt in Indiana and Missouri
several
Republican presidential nomination by
congressional
to the roots, with
leaders
days ago, he made it clear that he was
was less the half ours.
George Bush is moving into a new
pressure now being applied'to get Rep.
not
interested
in
any
job
in
the Carter
It makes sense to go into debt for
phase, with Bush beating the bushes for
Bob Michel of Illinois on the panel.
administration. The specific offer of the
parks, schools, public buildings, highconservative support to shore up his
Mahon and three other hawkish
second highest job. in Commerce was
ways and other project that benefit all
image on the Republican right..
Democrats
who for years have
not formally made.
Kentuckians and cannot be financed
Target No. 1 of the aggressive Bush
dominated the subcommittee
by far
What
Carter
did
not
'know
through other sources.
is that
-farces is Harry Dent, one of former
important
setting
most
anthe
in
the
inserting Ravenel at .that high level
But Kentucky Housing Corporation
President Nixon's top political
nual defense budget - will not be back
would
have
triggered
the resignations
debt is primarily to provide lowoperatives in the White House and onenext January. But Republicans who
of two or three top Commerce
interest mortgages for families in
time counsel for the Republican
favor a strong U.S. defense are worried
certain income levels. That made sense
even more by the defeat of Republican
when the corporation originally was
Rep. Elford Cederberg of Michigan on
41IP
formed five years ago (1972), with a
Nov. 7. That puts Rep. Silvio Conte of
debt ceiling of $200 million to help
Matanichusetts, a liberal Republican
families with annual incomes of $12,000
who often votes for spending cuts and
or less. But the legislature -has inagainst new weapons programs, in line
creased that debt limit to $700 Million,
vgm. "fot a place on the subcornmittee.
endable housing corporation_loas._at-,__..1_.
- Under a-l.ong-terfW errengernerifAte---.
bitrarily Zietermined evidentIV. by
before I buy- a policy. This insurance
,Heartline is' a service for senior
ranking Republican on the pawt
rubber dollar reasoning ) that families
nian politely insisted that if I was to
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
Appropriations Committee sits on
with incomes up to $20,500 a year could
have his policy at all, I must take it out
questions and solve problems - fast. If
defense subcommittee as an ex-officio
then because he could not come back_ I
you have a question of a problem not
Member - with the right to vote. With
.almost gave in, but fortunately I have
answered in these columns, write
Cederberg out, the ranking committee
your excellent booklet (Heartline's
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
member is Illinois Rep. Bob Michel, but
Guide to Health Insurance) and I - did
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
as assistant Republican floor leader
not as your booklet suggests - let him
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Michel may be disqualified. The nextpressure me into buying. I just don't
Include a stamped, self-addressed
senior Republican is Conte.
envelope. The most usefill replies will -- understand why insurance companies
If the House Republicans don't
let their agents act that way. Can you
be printed in this column.
change the long-established practice
/By 4)11ISE COOK
item.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me what__ explain? - K.W.
AssoetaleitPress Writer
that appears to bar Michel from the
Read the instructions. Will your child
the
It's that time of the year again changes in deductibles are for
subcommittee, the overall committee
be able to follow the directions? Are
These pressure tactics are common.
Medicare in 1979? - LT.
time to try to figure out which of the
lineup of both Democrats and
parts clearly marked and identified?
Most insurance agents selling Medicare
thousands of toys on the market to buy
For
1979,
when
Republicans *ill- be drastically tilted
you
enter
a
hospital
as
How difficult is it to put the toy
supplement policies are paid by
for Christmas.
an in-patient under -Medicare
away from its traditional pro-defense
together?
commission. In other words, no-sale,
The selection grows larger every
Hospitalization Insurance Part "A",
posture when President Carter sends
Pick toys that are suitable for
no-pay. In many cases the insurance
you
must
year; about 4,000 new items were inpay
the
first
$160
up his new defense budget.
in
charges
youngsters of your child's age.
agent-Who insists that he or she cannot
(was $144 in 198). Medicare will pay all
troduced at the industry's 1978 toy fair
Hard-line Republicans' in the House,
Remember that the ages listed on toys
come back really could, if he or she
alone. And the increased number of
further chargei on covered services for
with help from other party leaders and
May be minlinurns. Not all 8-year-olds,
wanted
to. The fact is, the Agent
up to 60 days. From the 61st to the 90th
items makes it more arid more difficult
Washington's extensive defense lobby,
for example, may be able to handle a
probably would come back if it apday
of
to choose toys that will hold a child's
a
hospital
have sent an SOS to two formidable exstay,
Medicare
will
toy marked "Suitable for children eight
peared that you were really going to
pay all covered services, except for $40
attention arid survive a child's hanmembers of the House: Gerald Ford
and up."
buy, but if not he doesn't want to waste
per day ($36 per day in 1978), which you
dling.
and Melvin Laird. Between them, Ford
In a guide to toy safety, the Consumer
his time. Most insurance agents who
must pay. Under your 60 Day Lifetime
There are about 125,000 retail outlets
and Laird spend almost half a century
Product Safety Commission notes that
sell Medicare supplement policies work
Reserve,
in the United States marketing toys and
Medicare
will
guiding the nation's military fortunes
pay
all
charges
,
even the simplest-looking items can
on some type---of lead_ system. The
for covered services, except for $80 per
games; up to 70 percent of the sales are
as riseinbers.of the subcommittee.
present hazards.
day ($72 per day in 1978) which you- agents' philosophy is usually If they
made-during the last quarter of the:
Ask yourself these questions before
don't buy right away, they won't buy
must pay.
tear.
you buy:
later. Why waste time when I have
If
you
are
;:The best-selling items in recent years
admitted
to
a
skilled
--Does the toy have sharp points,
other leads to follow?"
nursing facility and_fneet Medicare likve been games - particularly the
outside or inside? Does it have sharp
Many Medicare supplement agents
requirements
for
coverage;
ctronic ones designed to be hooked
Medicare—
edges? ------do
work large territories, even as much
will
pay for all covered services in a „jip to televisilcsi sets -- and puzzles,
-Does use of the toy involve *looting
as a quarter or half a state. There is
participating
skilled
*its, pre-school toys and play sets and
nursing
for
facility
or throwing objects that can injure
sometimes a situation where the agent
the first 20 days in each benefit period,
ed animal and puppets. That old
eyes?
really cannot come back because he
and
all
but
$20
per
day
-te - the electric train - is not
($18
per
day
in
--Does the thy make sharp, loud
might be 150 miles away the next day
1978) for the.21st through the 100th day
klien in the top 10, according to industry
Dear Editor:
noises that could damage a child's
may-not be back in your area for
in
that
same
period.
•
liegures.
Your paper has shown a fine quantity
hearing?
months. These are only a few reasons
The deductible for Medicare Medical
is4lost of the toys on the market this
and quality of Christrruis gifts available
why insurance agents may pressure the
Insurance Part "B" remains $60 per
year Should be in compliance with a
for,,porchase by local people and-other
prospective buyer.
year.
Marray Ledger & Times 'N
voluntary safety standard developed by
shoppers from surrounding areas. Our
HEARTLINE: My cousin is the
the Toy Manufacturers of America Inc.
No matter what the reason, you
merchants are to be commended for
Walter L Apperson
Publisher
widow of a coal miner who had to take a
The Consumer Product Safety Cornshould not buy unless you are sure. In
their well stocked stores and their
Ft Gene McCutchiion
Editor
disability netirement because of lung
sOssion has called for a ban on some
most states, however, there are state
ample advertising of their products
Times is published
The Murray Ledger
every afternoon eteept Sundays, July 4, Christproblems. In 1973, she applied for black
Nis considered unsafe for toddlers, but
laws that will priitect you. These state
through your good paper, the mail, and
mas Day ti..w Years Day and Thanksgiving by
lung widow's benefits and was told that
lihal approval of such a regulation is
laws allow you a period of time, norother media. The special Christmas
Murras Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 401 St.
Murray . Ky 47071 Second (lass Postage Pawl at
there was a three-year time limit on
not expected until next year and it it is
mally 10 days, to read the policy and
section of your paper was especially
Murriy,Ky 47071
filing the application and that the was
unlikely to have any effect before the
return it for a full refund if not satisfied.
attractive and interesting.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers, $27S per month, payable in advance
four days late. Have any changes been
MO marketing season.
'
Heartline does have a booklet entitled
We should trade with our local
mail in tWiloway County and to Benton, Harmade that would now allow her to draw
.„,No matter what kind of toy you are
Heartline's Guide to Health Insurance,
merchants for our own good as well as
din, Hayfield. Sedalia and Farms:Won. K y and
• $19 50 per
Paris. Buchanan and P,urieer,
these benefits/ - D.M.
buying, it is a good idea to inspect it
which costs $1.7, It is available by
:theirs. For selection and quality,
year By mall to other destusstions, $35 40 per
first. Do not rely on the picture on the
Yes, the three-year time limit for a
ordering from Heartline's Guide to
Murray is the place to shop!
year
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky areas
widow't 'filing for Black Lung benefits
Package. or in-the advertisement. Ask
Health Insurance, P.O. Box 11934,
Another thought I hereby present.
assortatien and Souttiern Newspaper PublPublishers
the clerk to open the box. Does the toy
has been removed. She should file with
Chicago, ny. 60611. Please allow eight
relates to the real meaning of ChristAmmo/Wen.
- The Mariated Press is esclinsyely entitled to
the Department of labor and her claim
Aped batteries and, if so, what kind?
weeks for delivery. We also have free
mas. It is ironical and to me a shame
relnitalsh Ned news analogue by The Murray
wjll be reviewed.
.. Row often do they have to be replaced
literature which gives you tips on
that in celebration of the Lord's birth
I odder& Times as well ss an other AP news
TELEPHONE NIJHOERS
HEARTLINE: An ittsu-ance man
and how much do they cost?
purchasing health insurance. Send for
many people desecrate the Lord's Day
, .
753-1916
• B sinew; Offtre
-• • ! • sled about
came to my hos •
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Classtflumir
.
7511916
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Check Points Before
Buying Gift Toys

James Hal Miller has been sworn in
as a new member of the Hazel City
Council.
Deaths reported include John T.
HutchensCapt. C. W. Herndon, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Herndon of Murray and
husband of the former Donna Grogan,
is now serving in Vietnam.
Mrs. Gussie Adams of the Selective
Seroickofficz in Murray was presented
a certificate of appreciation today by
Air Force Technical Sgt. Joe C. Skinner, local Air Forte recruiter.
Births reported include a girl,
Elizabeth Anne,to Dr. and Mrs. George
Oakley on Nov. U.
The University School Colts lost to
Farmington 67 to 66 in a basketball
game. Barnes got 32 points for Farmington and Nelson Waldrop got 30 for
University School.

20 Years Ago
Farm-City Week observances will
intlude a display of farm equipment on
the court square in Murray on Dec. 6,
-according to L D. Miller, executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jack
Humphreys,86, and Mrs. Myrtle Wells.
Nineteen members of the Beta Club
of the Murray Training School will
-attend the high school honor club's
state convention at the Kentucky Hotel,
Louisville, Dec. 5 and 6. Officers of the
Murray club are Robert Burton,
Michael McCasey, Anna Sue Rogers,
Nancy Gibbs, Gail Humphrey, and
Preston Barrett. Wilson Gantt is
sponsor.
In high school basketball games
Fancy Farm beat Almo, Benton beat
Murray Training, Murray High beat
Farmington, and Kirksey beat Hazel.
Team high scorers were Dalton 27 for
Fancy Farm, Lee 24 for Alm, Gold 26
for Benton, Burton 11 for Murray
Training, Paschall 19 for Murray High,
Smith 23 for Farmington, Reeder 22 for
Kirksey, and Wilson 19 for Hazel.
Showing_at_the. Vittgity._Theatre. is
ie iiuiitei s'starring
M1tchurn, Robert Wagner, Richard.Egan.,
may Brim and Lee Phillips.

30 Ycfrs Ago
Mrs. Mary Moss Carr,late wife of Dr.
John W. Carr, president emeritus of
Murray State Teachers College,
bequeathed to Murray State all of her
professional books. She was a former
teacher of English at the college.
Deaths reported include James S
Rogers, 74,:and Sandra Kay Phillips,
infant girl.
Bill Cain, Zetta Yates, William
McElrath, Anna Ruth Billington, Paul
Blankenship, Nancy Wear, Gene
Geurin, Carolyn Melugin, Bill Parks,
Joe Thurman, Janot Smith, Lochie
Faye Hart, Gene Hendon, Martha Jean
Stagner, and James Beindurant are
-members Athe cirst Of the play, -Best
Foot Forward," to be presented at
- Murray High School on Dec. 13 and 14.
Hollis, C. Franklin, Marion banker
_ and member of the -Murray State
College Board of Regents, will be the
principal speaker at the annual football
banquet to be held in the main dining
room of Wells Hall, Murray State
College, on Dec. 7.
Mrs. Willie Hopkins was honored,with
a dinner on her 81st birthday on Nov. 28
at the home of her son, Dave Hopkins.

Para

Bible Thought
Then Philip opened his mouth, and
began at the same Scripture, and
preached Jesus unto him. - Acts 8:35.
"A word spoken in due season is like
apples of gold in baskets of silver'."
Especially is this true of the Word of
God as it witnesses to one seeking
salvation. The jaible is always the best
witness to the
Gospel..

Letter To The Editor

Christmas Meaning
God, spiritual exercise, deeds of
charity, and family togetherness leads
me to feel that Sunday should be kept
for such activities rather than shopping
and business.
This is not a condemnation of
businesses who push Sunday as a
shopping day. However, such might be
In order since their doing so is likely to
their own hurt and to the hurt of society.
Through this open forum of a letter to
the Editor I would like to stress these
two things which can help everyone to
have a Merry Christmas: (1) Shop
locally. (2) Use the Lord's Day, Sunday,for worship,,spiritual refreshment,
deeds of charity, and family
togetherness and not tor shopping and
business persuits.
Sincerely,
_ Pastor.-JeFtell R1si4eMeinirial Baptist chUrch.
906 Main
'
litirray, Ky. 4207
-v-i .
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Kansas Wins No.8..

Murray
Arena; 7:31
Calloway
County

But Racer Performance Impressive Against Nation's No.4
for their eighth victory in as
By TONY WILLSON
many tries against Murray
Sports Editor
its teams.
entered
Kansas
Kansas, partly due to a 24-5
basketball game against
Murray State Saturday night record last seasort, including a
with an impressive Allen 12-1 mark at home, earn& a
No. 4 preseason national
Fieldhouse record.
It had Won 211 of 273 games ranking. Its only loss there
there, and, before a sellout went to eventual national
crowd of 15,620, it finished champ Kentucky.
It swamped Fairleigh
with No. 212, an 81-66 victory
over the Racers that dropped Dickinson in its season opener
Murray's season record to 0-2. Nov. 29, while the.Racers were
But the Jayhawks didn't lackluster in an 81-70 loss to
ateomplish the victory with Tennessee Wesleyan Nov. 27.
So, a one-sided contest akin
the ease that some figured.
They leaped to a 40-28 halftime to last year's 106-71 Racer loss
lead but outscored the Racers in Lawrence didn't seem out of
only 41-38 in the .second half the question; But it was far

twice it led by as many as 14 by Murray that Greene fel
was —to"keep the kids' con
points in the first half.
The Jayhawks' spree to fidence up. We had playe(
begin the second half earned well against a very good team ,
them a 19-point lead, 48-28 and I knew how quickly
with 15:48 left. The two teams Kansas could score," Green,
traded baskets before Murray said. -We wanted to keep th,
outscored Kansas 10-4 over the difference down as low a
next three minutes to pull possible." Taylor scored on
within 14 points at 52-38 on follow shot just before th,
guard Roy Taylor's drive. horn for the final maricm.
The Racers begin a three.
Taylor finished as the leading
game week Tuesday b!!
Racer scorer with 22 points.
That was as close as Murray hosting Mississippi College ii
could get. Kansas widened its *7:30 p.m. game at the Sport
lead again, this time to 21 — Arena. They then travel t '
New Orleans for a Thursda
73-52 — with six minutes left
The Racers scored six of the contest and to Birmingham
game's last eight points for Ala„for a Saturday clash AU:
the 15-point final margin. The - Sarnford University.
(Boascore On Page 7
last 30 seconds included a stall

— And Murray coach Ron
from that. Among other
Greene may have found a
things:
— the Racers held _Kansas' point guard in Toni Adams.
7-1 senior center, Paul The 6-3 freshman from NashMokeski, to four points' and ville played only 13 minutes,
four rebounds. Mokeski rid- but hit 2 of 3 shots and dealt
dled the Racers for 18,points out fiveassists.
Murray controlled the tip
and 14 rebounds in last year's
and immediately began a slow
game.
— aside from two 8-0 scoring down-type offense, but Greene
spurts by the Jayhawks to denied any attempt to stall.
open each half, Murray out- "We were trying to get the
loyup, the easy shot," said
scored the hosts 66-65.
— Only an 0-12 dry spell Greene during a local
from the field to begin the television show last night.
second half kept the Racers 'We knew we couldn't run
the with them, so we tried to even
outshooting
from
things up a little."
Jayhawks percentage-wise.
_RaLe,s John Randall
rash of early turnovers
Keith Oglesby led both teams enabled Kansas to bolt to a
in rebounding with nineeach_ quick 8-0 lead, though, and

Tiger Girls Battle
Youth and Fulton

Roy Taylor
22 Points Against Jayhawks

Murray State Road
Race Held Saturday
1Meniphis)"B" team won the
-hors'high-Schoof division witha A:21 'clocking. Mayfield
High was third in 78:26.
A team composed of runners
from Apollo. and Owensboro
Senior high schools won- the
girls' high-school division,,
while Daviess County High
was second.
The Scrubbers, a squad that
included three former Nitty
runners, won the men's open
_ division. The Paducah Road
Runners were second, the
Jackson, Tenn_ Road RuneTb
coredteam's time waz a new ners were third and the
for the event, and Murray • State Faculty team
;IDdlin's 13:42 time tied the 1977 was fourth.
. Andividual mark, also set by
"The interest wasn't as good
1111)dlin.
as we had hoped it would be,"
In the women's college said Murray State men's track
;division, the "C" team of _ coach Bill Cornell. "We will
Glenda- Calabro, Becky Beck- probably hold it next year, but
-; -time Hahne* and if no more interest is
Wendy Slayton finished with a generated, it may have to De
72:49 time.
droPPet
atesafsbePsigeTt.
The
Frayser
Baptist.
-State men's
filinr and the Racer
's C team 'captured top
'Mori in' their respective
tlivisions in the amnia' MSU
'Invitational Road Relay
Saturday.
The men's "A", composed
of Richard Charleston, David
Warren, Jerry Odhn and
„David Rafferty, won the
1-vo11ege divison- with a combined total of 55:38 for the 12• mile distance. Each runner
:Yan a three-mile leg.

_

It's a new year, but for
Murray High girls basketball
coach Rick Fisher, its an old
story — inexperience.
Lasf year's team was waaay
down, then just as far up later
in the year. The Tigers lost six
of their first seven games, but
bounced back to win 10 of their
final 13, capturing the district
title and finishing as one of the
top four teams in the region.
Gone are Marlene Farrell,
Christa Russell and Gloria
Cavett (all graduated), as

:70

Girls' Nester
Ht.
5-3
55-4
5-5
5-10
5-9
5-4
5.8
5-7
'5-7

So
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Sc

Sc
Jr

So
So
Sr
So
Fr
Sc,

AM/FM STEREO SYSTEM
WITH 8-TRACK PLAYER

_ If_7_it231_&:.cii0ierOgt:AItnUnO2W:-;..-- - - s-17°--.C-92qe.:-?-

who transferred to another
school.
With them went most of
Murray 'High's experience,
but Fisher forsees the
possibihty of a season much
like last year. "We may lose
some games at first, but I
think we may- surprise some
peeple4gteremoftt weø
" •
is game experience."
The Tigers will get a taste of
that tonight when they hostFulton County to- a 7:45 pin:contest that opens their
season, but it may betOo big a
bite. The Pilots are picked by
some as the best in the region.
A breakdown of the roster
reveals some experience and
a great deal of youth. Fisher's
squad contains five lettermen
and nine,sophomores. -I'm
not Worried. We'have,the typs,

4
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14.76
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- - 17154
kikedvle •
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Tape player has auto/manual program Change, lighted
indicators-;;Receiver has aux input, tone/balance controls, built-in antennas With 2' speakers, wood cabinetry. 12-1402
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Captain D's,
FISH DINNER
ALL YOU CAN EAT

get french fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!
$
only

49
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
Arizona State beat New
AP Sports Writer
Mexico 104-100 in the finals of
It was the Show-Me Classic the Fiesta Classic in Tempe,
— and the Missouri Tigers Ariz. And Georgia State
certainly showed Coach Norm defeated James Madison 66-64
Stewart how to squander most to win the James Madison
of a nine-point lead,
Invitational at Harrisonburg,
-We slowed down and let the Va.
other team catch up," said
Elsewhere, No. 2 UCLA
Stewart. For about nine defeated Santa Clara 87-73;
minutes we -played catch-up No. 3 Notre Dame routed
offense."
'Valparaiso 87-57;
- Then Larry Drew began
showing Stewart some of his College Basketball
Most Valuable Player form.
"He -did a great iob, didn't Michigan
turned
back
he?" said Stewart after Alabama 99-84; No. 10 Kenwatching Drew lead_ a 68-65 tucky crushed La Salle 109-77;
victory over Southern Illinois No. 12 Southern Cal beat Utah
-4n- -the Show-Me: finals 70-561.- No,-0- Texas routed - - -Saturday night. "He really Brigham Young 96-57; No.
deserved the MVP award."
Nevada-Las Vegas crushed
Drew scored 16 points, No. 15 San Francisco 117-82;
handed out eight assists and No. 17 Marquette defeated
held the Salukis' high-scoring Northern Michigan 80-50; No.
Milton Huggins to only nine 19 Maryland downed Air
points, 15 under his average. Force 81-68 and No. 20 Indiana
Drew's performance helped
beat Morehead State 80-37.
the Tigers pull out the game
Mike Grninski , scored 24
after Southern Illinois had cut points, including eight free
their nine-point lead to one throws in the last three
with 2:11 remaining.
minutes, to help top-ranked
The -Show-Me Classic in
Duke beat North , Carolina.
Columbia, Mo., was one of The Blue Devils oVercame a
several tournaments around
poor start to catch their
the country over the weekend.
Atlantic Coast Conference
Duke, the nation's top- colleagues.
ranked team, defeated NO.'14
"I was pleased we didn't get
North Carolina 78-68 in the
rattled and throw the game
finals of the Big Four Tour- away," said Duke Coach Bill
nament in Greensboro, N.C. Foster, whose Blue Devils
Ninth-ranked Syracuse won
were down to the Tar Heels 6-0
its own Camer Classic by
before they could get a shot off
beating Iona 89-76. Lafayette
and later trailed 19-10.
upset No. 16 Rutgers 77-70 in
Sixth-ranked North Carolina
the Jersey Classic finals in
State., a loser in the tourny's
Piscataway, N.J.
first round Friday night,
Clemson won the IPTAY
bounced back to win the
Tournament at Clemson,
consolation game with a 77-70
by beating Kent State 7242. decisien liver Wake Forest.

gonwor•• r-nr.,- wra rOrrerfaara.V.
,

"

66-63• decision over St. Louis.
•••••••••••••••
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Sports Upcoming Racers Overcome 37-24 Deficit
Today
Murray High girls basketball 194) vs Fulton County,
home, preliminary,6:30 p.m.
Junior-High basketball - North at Southwest, 6:30
p iii. Murray Middle at Fulton,6.30 p.m.
Tuesday
Murray State mem (9-2) vs Mississippi College; Sports
Arena; 7:30.p.m.
Calloway County boys (2-?), girls 14-0 vs Marshall
County; away; first game,6:30 p.m.
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begin a three
Tuesday b..,
ippi College ii
le at the Sport
hen travel t
)r. a Thursda
Birmingham
-day clash wit

Wednesaay
Murray State women (3-1kvs Kentucky; Sports Arena,
5.15 p.m.; admission,free.
Thursday
Murray State at New Orleans University.
Murray High girls at Lowes.
Calloway County girls at Farmington.
Friday
Calloway County boys vs Mayfield; Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Murray High boys vs Wingo; home
Saturday
Murray State women vs Northern Kentucky, Sports
Arena.
Murray State men vs Samford; Birmingham, Ala.
Murray High boys vs Ballard County; home.
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LOUISVILLE --- Once a had a front line that averaged
rhe second-half shooting
throw total amounted to 31 of Rowan hauled in nine, and well."
point guard, always a point well over six feet, and our
accuracy didn't stop with 34(91 percent). That's quite a Lisa LaMar, another freshPam Jones led Louisville
guard, at least when it counts. offense was far too spread
Barris. Forward Jeanette turnaround from its first man,grabbed eight.
with
17 points, followed by
Senior Cindy Barris, who out."
Rowan hit all five of her field- games,in which lt Misaed 15 of
Besides Barns, four other Valerie Owen with 14 and
handled the ball most of the
As a result, Louisville, goal attempts, As did fellow.41 from the charity stripe.
Racers scored in double Cindy Piet with 12.
time for Murray State's playing its season opener, freshman guard Marla
"Little things make the figures. Guard Laura Lynn
Murray hosts the Unversity
women's basketball team last dominated the first 20 minutes Kelsch.
difference in free throws," had 14 on 6-of-10 shooting; of Kentucky Weilneday and
season, was switched to a in
The comeback marked the said Smith. "I watch their Rowan, 14 on 6 of 12 tries;
both shooting
and
-Northern
Kentucky
on
wing spot this season and had rebounding for its 13-point second straight rally for motion carefully from the foul
Marla Kelsch, 13 on 6 of 13; Saturday. It travels to
responded with a 20-point lead.
Murray and gave it a sweep of line, and try to pick up any . and Mounts. 10 on 5 of 12.
Charleston, Ill, to face
average in the Racers' first
DominIting would be a mild its two-game road trip. The flaws they get themselves LaMar added seven.
Eastern
Illinois Dec. 11 before
three games.
word for second half that the .Racers trailed East Ten- into."
"Lisa played beautifully," first-round action in the UTShe started in the same Racers enjoyed. They hit 19 of nessee 40-25 at the half last
Despite Louisville's distinct said Smith. "All our freshman Martin Invitational tourposition Saturday against 24 field-goal attempts and 20 of Thursday, but scored 48 height advantage, the Racers
have been playing extremely nament Dec 14.
Louisville, but didn't stay 21 free throws, at one point second-half points to nip the outrebounded the hosts 44-42.
there. Coach Jean Smith outscoring the Cardinals 20-7 Buccaneers 73-71.
Senior center Jackie Mounts
decided to go with experience to take their first lead, 40-49,
Murray's two-game free led the way with 14, while
late in the game, and the with 15:39 left. They never
result was an 80-72 victory trailed again.
. fp _Vhiell0, Latiftsvas 7:0
Murray
•
over the Cardinals.
"We were ahead late in the
rb
pf
tp
Murray trailed 37-24 at the game, so I decided to put _ Cindy Borne
,:: 4 -•.
9- -A10
10
5
•18
Laura Lynn
half, but Barris led an Cindy at point guard to take
6
10
2
2
3
5
.14
Jeanette Rowan
6
amazing second-half surge advaiitags of her experience.
12
2
3
9
2
14
Marla Kelsch
The East Calloway girls and Thursday, While-Southwest is
-46 ‘'" 13
1
1
that gave the Racers their They started fouling her, but
3
1
13
Jackie Mounts.
the North boys were winners at North tonight.
5
12
0
0
14
3
10
second-straight triumph and a that didn't help."
Lisa LaMar
41.
3
3
in area junior-high basketball
1
1
3
7
3-1 season mark.
,8I
Barris hit all 10 of her free
Mory Jane Gores . .. . 0
o
North boys 61, East 59
o
o
games Friday night.
,
-0
"We were intimidated in the throws to and finished with 18
Kathy
To t
Hughes
o
o
o
o --0
North - Keith Lovett, 42;
r
o
Calloway's
Keith
North
first half," said Smith. They points to lead all scorers.
30
60 20 21 44 20 10
Lovett-poured in a whopping Rob Anderson, 4; Steve
Louisville
32
81
8
17
42
23 --- 72
42 points to lead his team's 61- Young, 9; Brian Tebbetts, 4;
Louisville - Valerie Owen: 14, Pam Jones, 17, Cindy
Piet, 12;
59 victory over East._ The Bruce Lamb,2.
Denise Griffith, 7; Becky Pope. 6, Jean Dtinnoway,
8; Diedre StunEast - Jeff Garrison, 25;
son. 4. Robin Board. 2; Elizabeth Egger. 2. Micki Vic, 0
victory upped North's record
Halftime, Louisville. 37-24
Mark Williams, 27; Terry
to 2-0, while East stands 0-2.
Rick
3;
The East girls won their Stubblefield,
Detroit -Lions 21-14, the New remaining on Pat Thomas'33game in two years via a Wagoner, 1; Tim Cook,0.
first
Orleans Saints defeated the yard scoring run with an in19-13 decision over North.
San Francisco 49ers 24-13 and tercepted pass.
They then
East girls 19, North 13
Vicki Houghton and Noreen
the Kansas City Chiefs edged got the winning points nearly
Jeykswka$i,Rscors$è
East
- Noreen Herndon, 7;
Herndon
and
scored
eight
fg
fgo
ft
Ha
rb
the Buffalo Bills 14-10.
24-2 minutes later on Frank
sf
fa
Houghton, 8; Beth
Vicki
points,
respectively,
John Randall
seven
for
5
12
2
3
9
5
12
In tonight's nationally Corral's 35-yard field goal
Keith Oglesby
4
the winners. Cindy Barxel led Hooks,4.
10
1
2
9
O
9
televised game, the San Diego following a Dave Elmendorf
Allen Mann
3
11
1
North - Carol Garner, 4;
North with nine points. East is
3
3
4
7
Chargers entertain the fumble recovery.
Roy To/or
II
20
0
0
6
3
22
1-1, while the North girls are 0- Cindy Bazzel, 9; Gina Coy,
Bobo Jackson
Chicago Bears.
Cowboys 17,Patriots 10
•0
0
0
0
0
4
Wendy Omits, Gabby Sch2.
Kenney Hammonds
1
3
Philadelphia quarterback
1
With Dallas trailing 10-3 in
2
O
2
midt.
Middle
hosts
Murray
East
Mike Diederick
3
5
0
4
Ron Jaworski was almost a the third period and the ball at
1
6
David Lowry
'17
1
2
2
0
2
match for Tarkenton, con- the New England 40, Coach
Horvey McNeal.. .
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
necting on TD pass plays of 56 Tom Landry called for a play
Tom Adams
2
3
0
0
1
3
4
and 21 yards to Harold Car- Dallas had not used since 1961,
Barry Snow
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
Tom Leffler
michael and 27 yards to and it worked to perfection.
1
0
0
0
0
2
Herman Boyd
0
Charlie Smith.
Roger Staubach first handed
1
0
0 fL., 1
0
0
Totals
30
68
II
6
30
22
66
Packers 17, Buccanners 7
the ball to Scott Laidlaw.
David Whitehurst com- Laidlaw ran within 1 yard of
ions
pleted 13 of 19 passes, in- the line of scrimmage, then
Tony Guy
6
II
0
3
6
3
12
cluding a 10-yard touchdown flipped the ball back to
John Crawford
11
2
4
8
1
20
to his favorite receiver, rookie Staubach.
Paul Mokeski
2
0
0
•
4
4
'Wilmore Fowler
James Lofton, as surprising
3
9
2"
2
5
Broncos 21, Raiders 6
2
8
Doriieil Valentine
8- • 3.3
7 •
3
4
Green Bayiheld onto a share of
23
Ken Stabler was intercepted
Mot:Valk:0
3
5
0
0
3
O
Most Downtown Merchants will be :
6
first place in the NFC Central. twice and sacked five times by
Booty Neal
.
3
6
O
-2
4
2
6
Whitehurst has tossed nine TD the tough Denver defense.
Brod Sanders
open Sun. 1-5 on Dec. 3-10-17.
-.-0
O
0
0
0
O
0
passes this year - six to Randy Gradishar picked up a
Mork Snow
0
0
O
0
0
O
0
Open Fridays until 800 Now Until
Lofton.
Chester Giles
Mark van Eeghen fumble and
4
0
0
3
O
2
Rams 20, Giants 17
Randolph Carroll_
0
0
0
0
ran 29 yards for the clinching
1
0
Christmas
DovidMogley.
0
,
1
.
1
o
The Rams, who have yet to Tr) in the.final quarter. Craig
o
O
0
Totals
.•
35
66
I
23
47
(7
81
reach the Super Bowl despite Morton threw a 14-yard
Holfttine, Kansas, 40-28, attendance. 15.620
their many division titles, scoring pass to Haven Moses
broke a 10-10 tie with 5:21 in the third period.

East Girls, North
Boys Are Winners

Tarkenton's Passing Leads Vikes
By the Associated Press
For the Los Angeles Rams,
the Dallas Cowboys and the
Pittsburgh Steelers, winning a
division title was nothing new.
For
Minnesota's
Fran
Tarkenton, Minnesota's still
limber quarterback, even at
the age of 38, winning his
battle was something different.Tarkenton fired a teamrecord 56 passes and completed a club record of 30, for
289 yards and four touchdowns
as the Vikings outlasted the
Philadelphia Eagles 28-27
Sunday.
Tarkenton's awesome
figures increased his totals for
• the year to 304 completions, a
National Football League
record, in 500 attempts-only
eight short of the NFL markfor 2,921 yards and 21 TDs.
The Vikings were one touchdown behind when Tarkenton
began pitching from his 10yard line with 7:12 remaining
in the game. When he had
completed his chores, with
• 1:49 left, on a 20-yard touchdown strike to Ahmad
Rashad, the score was tied 2727. Rick Danmeier's extra
point won the game.
The victory gave the
Vikings an 8-5-1 record and
left them in a first-place tie
with the Green Bay Packers in

the National Football Conference Central Division.
Green Bay kept pace with a 177 victory over the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers.
Meanwhile, Los Angeles
clinched its sixth straight NFC
West championship - their
first for Coach Ray Malavasi
after five under Chuck Knox
-edging the New York Giants
20-17. Dallas won its third
consecutive NFC East title
and earned a playoff berth for
the 12th time in 13 games, with
a 17-10 victory over the New
the
Patriots,
England
American Football Conference East leaders. And
Pittsburgh wrapped up the
AFC Central crown for the
fifth year in a row with a 13-3
triumph over the Houston
•.
Oilers.
The .Denver Broncos took.
over sole possession of first
place in..: the AFC West,
beating the Oakland Raiders
21-6 in a night game.
In other NFL games Sunday, the Miami Dolphins
blanked the Washington
Redskins 16-0, the Cincinnati
Bengals stunned the Atlanta
Falcons 37-7, the New York
Jets downed the Baltimore
Colts 24-16, the Seattle
Seahawier humiliated the
Cleveland Browns 47-24, the
St. Louis Cardinals topped the

Just moved In?
I can help you out.

RADIO

Barrix Makes Point, Murray Rallies-

Don't worry and wonder about learning your way
around town. Or what to see and do. Or whom to ask.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, I can sita014,Mill
business of getting settled. Help you begin to enjoy your
new town. . geed sheppieg;fecal attractions, community
opportunities.
And my basket is full of useful gifts to please your
family.
Take a break from unpacking and call me.
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Mary Hamilton 7534570
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Weekend Results
World Cup
Princeville. Hawaii
United States John Mahaffey 69-7249-71281
United States Andy North 72-7140-70- 283
United States Drag Norman 7149-74-72280
Australia Sukree Onsham 711-70•7048--2116
Thailand Sam Torrance 71-711.7149-387
Scctland Antonio Garrido 73-7048-76-287
Eosin Howard Clark 72-74-7249-287
England Gunnar Mueller 71-72-7549-287
Sweden Wayne Grady 71-74-72-71--269
Australia EletiteCt6 Nivel 69-73-70-74-- 288

2109,1189 Nixed Team

•Berdoiller Camay Club
Wikle-Brailay,WS.IN 1114164641-417
U. 11/141toweles, $11.101 1111441.111-267
Patigitacl: OXON isaolaw--In
amewas.,
714941116-772
earber-Pohner. 11,111. 11474048-713
Colbert-840k atietilMINI-71-774
WAN 10484048-775 "
Wadkku-Washam, a5,260 1740-71-67-275
Purtser-Blalock $4,400 714848-73-278
Eichelberger•Reinhardt, 114,400 6849-7071-278

NatioaalitasketballAssociatim
Saturday's Game.
Atlanta 138, New Orleans 94
New York 1l, Portland 77
Milwaukee IOC Ckveland 100
&stun 117. Indiana 110
MUMS City 110, Washington 109
Seattle 100, Philadelphia 97
Denver 104, San Antonio 93
Chicago 105, Houston 91
Golden State ;le. Phoenix 108
Detroit 120, San Diego 113
—Sunday's Gone
• New Jersey 107, Las Angeles 105
- Moaday's Causes
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City at New York
Cleveland at Washington
Boston at Detrott
--Los Angeles at New Orleans

Parker Ford Murray, Ky.
Home Of The Tough
Ford 4X4
NEW IN STOCK

Road Race
Finishes
mews Opes
Scrubbers Steve Adkisson, 14 - 50;
Martyn Brewer, 14:14; Brian Rutter,
14:25; Barry Atwell, 4:48, course
record I ; Paducah
Road Runners.
Jackson, Tenn., Rood Runners, MSC
Faculty.

Moat_ A (David Rafferty, 14:01;
Fticbard Modulen, 13:31; David Warren,
1404; Jerry Od)in, 13:42): Southeast
Misesuri A. 39:11; Southeast Missouri B
50:24; Murray C; Murray D; Murray E.
Wawa',College
Murray C (Glenda Calabro. 18 33.
Becky Beckman, 18.18; Diane Hobnes,
05:111; Weedy Slayton. I've), Murray B
1(1.00 Barber, Lisa Bfttel. Patty Bftiel,
Sharon Macy), 50:0; Murray A.
Bore High Scheel

ery-look
rphone,

NEW
BRONCOS

NEW
PICK UPS
F150 Long Wheel Base - Dark jade -6 cyl. -4 speed traction -oil bath cleaner - lok - power steering, power brakes
three to choose from)
F150 Long - It. jade & dark delux paint - 351-V8 - auto - traction lok, tilt wheel - speed control - air - power steering powe; brakes - tow hooks - and much more Ranger XLT
Package
F250 Midnight Blue & Lt. Blue Delux Paint too-

V8 - auto - traction lok,tilt wheel - air - power steering - power
brakes - heavy duty springs - and more - Supercab Ranger
Package
slip
F250 Long - 400-V8 - Dark Jade 8100 GVW limited
package
rear axle - power steering - power brakes- custom

•
power
copper,
351-V8
med.
- sand and
F150 Short • steering, power brakes, deluxe paint, slide window,
.-----automatic, traction lok - tilt wheel - air - AM/FM stereo - tow
hooks, tie down'hooks, nag wheel cover - and more - Ranger
Package

.ES
Pro-52

T-533 '74 Chevrolet- 3i ton - green - auto - air steering - brakes - tool box
T-574'76 Ford - 11 ton - green w/white stripes, auto - p.
steering- p. brakes-air AM radio -explorer

Realistic
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1 21

T-70 '74 Cher. Blazer
ted Mass - full time 4
and brakes

11141
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-SICALLS.

Black & Silver Tu-Tone — 400-V8 auto-traction lok tilt wheel, G.T. bar - sport steering wheel, air-power steering,
power brakes, flip fold rear seat, console protective group chrome grill - h.d. shocks -chrome bumpers.
White - 400-118 - auto-traction loketilt wheel - speed control - a,ir - flip fold rear seat - AM/FM stereo - console protective group - aux. transfer oil cooler - tow hook - convenience group - custom package and more. Coral & Sand - 351-V8 - Ranger XLT Package
- auto -_power steering - power brakes - traction lok-tilt
wheel, -11F• flip fold rear seat - privacy glass - console beautiful.
Medium Copper Metallic - 351-V8 custom 4 speed traction lok - air - power steering - power brakes - AM radio tinted glass - tow hooks.
-, -

Dark Jade & White - Delius Point - 351-118..

Ranger X LT package - auto- p. steering, power brakes- traction-lok - tilt wheel - speed control - air - flip fold rear seat AM/FM stereo radio- console - H.D.shocks -and still more.

Dark Jade & Gold - delux paint - 351-V8 4 speed
- bench seat - traction lok rear - AM/FM radio - dual elect.
horns, also front traction-ldk.

Used

:ANNER

In

A

'
r

Frayser Baptist (Memphis) 8, 76:21;
Frayser A. 7511; Mayfield High, 71:28.
Gels' MO Wool
Apollo-Owensboro Senior (Stephanie
Johnson, AP.18 57: Sari wade,Ow,-21'.311:
Cathleen Beumel, Ap, 17.16; Karen
Daniel. 0e, 18.01; DaViess County. 1.45.

I.

....
ti^
....

%

Creep
buzzer
jack

Downtown
Christmas :
Hours!,

LONARDO PIANO CO.
"),..,„ (ompir 'Mo.., %tor,•
'''lleriistFarfortker-.

gold & white - a uto - air - tin -

wheels - bucket seats - power steer*

T-120 '74 Ford F100 - green & green deluxe paint auto - power steering - power brakes- big mirrors
T-134 '77 Rtevrolet - ton Scottsdale - Beige - 4
speed- AM radf6 - low miles alock out hubs
T-133'74 Chevrolet -.L, ton - blue
T-594'76 Chevrolet - I ton - tan custom deluxe -auto
3

- air conditioned - power steering - power brakes - white 10
hole wheels - big mirrors.

America's Best Selling Truck Line
Go With The Leader

Larry Scott 75971811
Ron Wright 753-0156
Paul Garland 759-1651
" James Parker 7534180
Joe Parker 753-2656
John Hiaching 759-1916

Ed West 753-3084
Carlos Janes 753-2471
Cavid Parker 753-5180
John Parker 753-1833

Parker Ford Inerkm
---#11lowidowamoollurfor-4-aliloat Cow-041141111a2-x--

'

Chilsninn 753-1463

1535Z1
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DOWN
JACKET

DOWN
VEST

West Brook

•

\

BLANKETS

399

Men's
LED

C0114•14
IELSIEV/41411 $WI 14

WATCHES
Great value on blankets in man
colors.

watches from
Texas Instrenents

788.

REG. 54.00

CHERRIES

9

KCB-W430

CB RADIO

BOXED
Christmas Cards

5-TON
Hydraulic
JACK r

1

Johrilion

40-CHANNEL
CB RADIOS

DAISY, 988
AIR RIFLE
REG
13 IN

Dependable air rifle
by Daisy

unto
22 cshbsr Donets

Suaer brae 40 Owned
CS with Standard features
CO

stsoclarO a melnc lockets

PUNCH
BOWL
26 piece
.

REG.
12.91

Punch
Great
bowl sets
buy.
REG. 3.111

—
Br,ngs ,py to any eCfir istrnill
t* Q.14
morrong

12.88

Antenna

Single Hamburger

Cookers
HAIR
DRYER

3

Juicy hamburgers in
one to three
minutes.

GYM SET

PILLOW CASES ,
66

440°

Reg. 6.44

SET

Case of Six
Log Burning
Fire Logs

Lovely His or Her pillow cases.
Ideal gift.

97'

Standard, with carrying case

ROSES

Hat And
Coat
Rack

Gift Wrap

Perfect accent. Several
.subjects.

NO
I3AINCIIECKS

1988

Tobaggans
197

ONE
TIME
ONLY!

DlstinctveY
styled to fit
any decor

Washable knit totteggorst
tor the entire larrity

Bohsei

Bath 5et

Black & White 10"'

-40"TV
with solid
state chasis

4111MMI

Great selection of
ed Christmas cards

1
2 ounce chocolate
0/
Covered cherries

SALE
ENDS
DEC.
9th

HURRY!
BARGAINS
GO FAST!

Reg. 9.88

Lander-4—
Perfume

a real Bonus Savings
. Event for you and your family to
— really S_AVE! Hurry the Savings ere Yours!

MADIS
About 60
grown ir
the prim
area of ti
farms ai
creasing
fumigati(
farmer's
shouldn't
yourself"
That's
researcht
attended
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sponsore(
of Ent
Universit
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provide tt
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rather se(
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pet
specialis
because 1
spetializ
equipmei
dangerow
careless ft
During
the agent
Loewer;
Engineer
of
Ket
engineerir
facilities
festations
of the
Entomolot
grain inse
procedure
Polei, (
Chemical
safety am
Then the
nearby fm
demonstri
me

involved i

550 -Acre:
South Gr
bottom 1
hills. $7
Possibilit
financing

Spellbound cologne

Scott perfume gift sets
make great gifts

Gra
Be

lit attreCtiv• containers

Ri

Model SM-3

(Se

5-Qt. Crockery

COOK
POT

B&D
WORKMATE

Shower
Massage II
121-Piece
Tool Kit
88

With wall mount and
pulsating shower
head.
Rao. MN

119

Proctor Iron
88

-

8

Shower
Message

REG. MSS

REG. 13.88

REG. 24.88
121 piece socket and tool
kit for home or auto

.Do it yourself,
Fresh _ juice in:
seconds.

A portable,work cengiant vise, and
sawhorse all in one.

ter;

24"
Decorated
. Christmas
Tree
Clear or
Colors

It8.1111
Snows! Massaro 41
Attaches to wan also

W,
ih

handle

5-quart capacity wit
removable crock.

Ladles'Knit or
Dress Gloves

Sea

SA

Great Buy.
Wide Choice

Gun Rack
BOSTON ROCKER

PEG
21.76

88

in oL
for y

Fireplace
Screen.
'

without drawer .
Four-place gun
rqick in rustic finish

HSSI tic.
wilt brass
7if

Scarf sets Ideal,
economicaPiallt

gi

97
•
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Goodan
Cents

550 Acres row crop farm in
South Graves County. Part
bottom land part rolling
hills. $750.00 per acre.
Possibility of 100 per cent
financing.

Kerr
Real Estate
(502)653-4749

ckery

)11(

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — An
overflow crowd of farmers is
expected at Kentucky Farm
Bureau's 59th annual convention, to be headquartered
at the Executive West Hotel in
Louisville, Dec. 7-9.
Drawn by the 4 P'S -.programs, policies, -farm
products and politics — the
delegates will be treated to a
packed agenda starting with
an All-Commodity Luncheon
Dec. 7 and culminating with
adoption of policies and
election of officers and
directors Dec.9.
A unique feature of this
year's annual meeting- is a
scheduled appearance by
Anita Bryant, well-known
spokesperson for the Florida
citrus industry and noted
defender of traditional
American values. Miss Bryant
will Pe
8
evening session.
Sharing the convention
spotlight with the "sunshine"
lady will be a variety of
speakers " and panelists,
topped by Sen. Wendell Ford,
North Carolina Farm Bureau
President John Sledge and
Kentucky Farm Bureau
President J. Robert Wade.

Kieth and Katie Letterman dairy cooperatives, is part of
of Rt. 2 Murray, "Ky. an 'overallrepresented Paducah Division
of Dairymen, Inc. at the 62nd
Annual Meeting of the
National Milk Producers
Federation, in Seattle, Wash.,
November 26-29.
The Lettermans were
selected ttre outstanding
young dairy family from their
cooperative. The prize, a trip
to the only national meeting of

REG.
21.76

program designed to help
build the dairy leaders of
tomorrow.
•
The
Federation,
a
Washington, D.C. - based
trade association, was formed
in 1916 to provide a strong,
unified voice for America's
dairy cooperatives. The annual meeting brings together
cooperative leaders from
farm, co-op management and
government.
The Lettermans farm a 500
acre farm where they milk 70
tows. Participation in this
nationwide gathering has
provided an opportunity to
gain a better perspective of
the national outlook for
cooperative milk marketing,

awaiting feed grains conferees, while a national dairy
specialist will bring dairy
farmers up to date with
current supply, usage and
price support data.
Four commodity conState winners of three
ferences follow the opening competitive progradis will be
luncheon, designed to attract announced at the convention,
producers of feed grains and as a preliminary to their
soybeans, dairy, livestock and appearances at the American
tobacco. The livestock Farm Bureau convention in
seminar features presen- Miami,Fla.,in January?"
tations by farmers involved in
An Outstanding Young
both cattle and hog finishing, Farmer of Kentucky will be
two enterprises becoming chosen, as, will_ A Discussion
More widespread in the state. Meet winner and variety show
The t6bacco program touches champions. The OYF will
on current tobacco-health receive a lawn tractor, along
„issues,the regulatory statusof with his trip toaMiami. Winner
the chemical sucker retardant of the discussion meet, a
MH-30, and the new Pride in contest involving public
Tobacco campaign sponsored speaking on current farm
by R.J. Reynolds Tobacco issues, and the winner of the
senior division of talent
Company.
Marketing and weed control competition will also be inare two primary topics_ Aited to the AFBF convention.
Sledge is set to keynote the
All-Commodity Luncheon,
while Ford and Wade will
share the Dec. 8 morning
program.

Hutson Grain Ter ninal
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway County

Loca1
Farmers
474-2295
Ky.
Farmers .. .1-800-592-5409
Hours: 6 a. m.-10 p. m. Mon.-Sat:
Except Holidays

Hutson Grain
Terminal

IWO.
.111.117

Two special breakfasts are
scheduled, .a -Membertkip
Breakfast on Dec. 8 and as,
Legislative Breakfast the next' N
day. Bill Seale, assistant to
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston,
will address the legislative
gathering, while the membership function is designed to
recognize Kentucky Farm
Bureau's 200,000th member
family, the Glenn Devine's, of
Mercer County.

Farmers
• Air
Service

Profitable Producers Stars
With Quality Feeder Pigs
From Heinoldi

.....
.1.
Producers know they get a bigger holt
check at Heinold. Now your Heinoia
manager can supply you with quality":
feeder pigs tot cornpe ive prices. Gin
.
today for more inform ion.

•Top Quality
•Any Weight
*Delivery to your farm

itere Cunningham
-6234304 —
Faricy Farm
Ask about Heinold's Guaranteed Hog Price Program!

CHRI
STMA
S
SPECI
AL!
THIS OFFER
IS GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER
AND DECEMBER OF 1978!

FRE!

MAGNAVOX 19" COLOR
TELEVISION SET...

The recommended temperature for the fresh food cornpartmeni of a refrigerator is
38 to 40°F, according to UK
Cooperative Extension Service
food specialists. The freezer
compartment of a refrigerator
is meant for short-term storage only-it's not a "deep
reeze." A freezer must main
.ain a temperature of 0°F for
ong-term storage.

I'm going to protect
my ne automobile like
's business!"
Model 4314-- With 19- diagonal screen

*FA
ItsusArci,
I've got
the Shield!"

•

mlEktetz!"m
— ;:=MW
,

Rozaue
•

'

Winners of distinguished
service and communication
awards will be honored in
Louisville, as. will editors of
the most' improved county
Farm Bureau newsletters. A
Farm Bureau King and Queen
will also be selected,
climaxing a series of county
and district-level contests that
involved hundreds of young
Kentuckians over the past two
months..

Many thin cows in Kentucky cent conception rate which
pound of total digestible
beef herds will need sup- was as high as for cows in nutrients
(TDN). Good quality
plemental energy feed such as good flesh.
-fescue hay has about 52
high quality hay or grain -to
Parker recommends having percent TDN while good
put them in condition to,.. -cows in moderate condition. .quality
shelled corn has about
.produce a good spring calf He says that research shows 81
per cent TDN.
crop. little if any advantage in' The cost of energy is the
N "The
problem is most - having cows excessively fat.
saine when hay costs $60 per
.severe in drouth areas of
"PrOducers who have large ten and corn eaosts-$2-.63- per- western Kentucky but there enough ,herds and adequate bushel. Other equivalent
are some cows too thin for facilities will find they can prices, according to Parker,
satisfactory reproductive increase reproductive per- are: $40 hay and $1.72 corn,
performance even in most formance by sorting cows into $50 hay and $2.18 corn,$70 hay
herds where grass has been two or more groups based on and $3.04 corn, and $80 hay
plentiful," reports Ron body condition and feeding and $3.49 corn.
Parker, Extension beef cattle, them accordingly," says
specialist in the University of Parker.
Kentucky
College
of
Many Kentucky cattlemen
Agriculture. He is located at may find it more economical
the West Kentucky Substation to feed corn to their cow herds
at Princeton.
this winter instead of hay, or.
Cows in poor condition at at least replace some of the
calving will have lower hay with corn, according to
reproductive efficiency in the specialist. With a bumper
producing the next calf crop, U.S. corn crop, prospects are
according to the specialist. that the grain will remain
But he says that the problem relatively cheap.
can be overcome by giving
In areas where dry weather
thin cows supplemental feed. reduced hay production,
In one study,-thin cows fed 6 cattlemen who have to buy
lbs. of grain a day had a 93 per feed should compare corn and
hay on the basis of cost per

Grain Prices
Call...

CRER
lir00

•
treatment are important," herd.
Valuable breeding
says Wise. He points out that
the g,grm enters the tissue of usually should be
the feet through small cuts or individually. The E
buriaes, then multiplies under veterinarian says an
the skin and in the outer tibacterial ointment ma
tissues. Other organisms can applied to open lesions an
then move into the wound and foot bandaged. A single
therapeutic dose of penicillin
increase the infection.
Lameness is usually the or tetracycline, or a lopgfirst sign of foetrot. Wise says acting sulfonamide will cure
that an examination Of the foot the infection if given earls in
may show little more than a the course of the disease.
"No form of treatment" is
reddening and swelling of the
skin between the claw or at the satisfactory if infected
upper border of the hoof. But animals are not kept i6 a
intense pain often can be noted clean, dry place free of exiud
by touching the infected part. and manure during tilltetWise
wa4s.
Infected cattle lose weight ment,"
when their feet get sore "Repeated outbreaks cad -he
enough to interfere with their expected if unsanitary eiOnclitions persist in the bard jot
movement to get feed.
Under wet conditions when or pasture."
footrot is actively spreading, a Wise suggests discusaing
Wise recommends isolating your situation with your leeal
infected cattle and mass- veterinarian to achieve
treating the entire group with fective control of footfo: t.
antibiotics or sulfa drugs. He Request information on astg
says tetracycline antibiotics preference, method of *may be added to the feed, ministration, dosage *pd
sulfa drugs put in the drinking treatment schedule.
water, or a combination of
these treatments may be used.
Copper sulphate foot baths
will help control the disease.
Wise also recommends
spreading a 1-to-20 mixture of
powdered copper sulphate and
Murray Calloway
slacked lime around ,water
County Airport
troughs or where mud and
Aviation
manure accumulate.
Serving
Treatment of individual
Agriculture
animals is most effective,
Phone
according to Wise, under-dry
conditions when the disease is
489-2216
no longer spreading in the

Thin Cows Need Extra
Feed For.Good. Calves

For Up To The Minute

city wit

With muddy conditions on
farms,
an
Extension
veterinarian says that cak
tlemen can expect footecit
problems in their cattle.
All, breeds are susceptible
and The disease can affect
cattle on pasture as well as in
confinement lots, according to
Bill Wide in the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture. Although the
problem may show up any
time of the year, its incidence
is higher from .- December
through March.
Tissue-destroying footrot is
caused by an anaerobic germ
which means it lives in the
absence of oxygen. The germ
thrives in wet, dark placeS
such as mud and wet thanture.
-Early detection and

Overflow Crowd Of Farmers Is
Expected At Farm Bureau Meet

FARMERS!

188

1

FUMIGATION SESSION - Some Ti county agents from Western
Kentucky attended
the on-farm grain fumigation session.
After 1'morning in the classroom, they visited a
farm near Madisonville for two demonstrations of grain
fumigation. Here, Fears
discusses uses of a liquid f u ig'ani, DowItime 71.

letterman's Attend Meet

Farm
For Sale

RECAST
Expect Cattle Footrot Problems

Grain Fumigation May
Be In Farmer's Future
MADISONVILLE, KY. — with gas fumigants; and
About 60 percent of the grain Robert D. Fears and Scott
grown in Western Kentucky, Reynolds of Dow Chemical
the primary grain-producing Co., demonstrated fumigating
area of this state, is stored on gram with a liquid fumigant,
farms and the figure is in- Do wfurne 75.
creasing rapidly. So grain
"Increased attention to
fumigation may well be in the protection of grain in the bin is
farmer's future
but it just a logical extension of
shouldn't be on a "do-it- Kentucky's Integrated Pest
Management program," said
yourself" basis...
That's the consensus of Dr. Harley G. Raney, Kenresearchers and experts who tucky Pest Management
attended a day-long On-Farm_ Coordinator. "Last summer
Grain Fumigation training the program of scouting_the
session for 25 county agents fields for pests encompassed
sponsored by the Department only 60 farmers in Todd-and
of Entomology of the Washington Counties. But
University of Kentucky, at the plans for 1979 would involve 16
Givens-Freedman
Ed- new counties and more than
ucational Center here (Nov. 121,000 acres.
"A grain bin inspection
8).
s
With so much_ grain_stored service has already been
on the farm these days,county initiated in Todd County at an
agents are asked a lot of additional cost of 1-cent per
questions about fumigation bushel," Dr. Raney explained.
Over 400,000 bushels of grain
and they want to know the
right answers," said Christian are currently being monitored
M. Christensen, Extension for insects, moisture levels,
Entomologist, Department of and temperature.
"However, As know that
Entomology. The purpose of
the day training was to some growers have been
tossing small cans of a gas
provide those answers.
'We know that some fumigant into their bins. We
growers are 'ad-libbing' their question that this does any
fumigation," Christensen good, and it is dangerous. So'
continued. "But we would we want the county agents to
rather see custom applicators tell the growers that
or
pest
management fumigation should be left to
specialists handling this the experts."
because fumigation requires
speeia zrsteskruiwledge a nfl-eq uipment. It can be
dangerous — there are no old,
careless fumigators around."
Daring the day's session,
A Consumer Tip
the agents heard Dr. Otto
Loewer;
Agricultural from Extension Specialists at
the UK Coll.e9e of Acit.culture
Engineer from the University
of
Kentucky,
discuss
An attractiVe lawn can add
engineering grain storage more then,
SI ,400 to - the
facilities to reduce pest in- value
of a tyPical $50,000
festations; Dr. David Foster
home, says the Extension
of the Department of
home
management specialist
Entomology talk on stored
with
UK's
College of Agriciii.:
grain insects and pre-binning
procedures; and William A. ture. The value of a lawn and
Polei, of Great Lakes plants jumps to ebout
Chemical discuss fumigation $3,000, or Six per cent of the
safety and safety equipment. price of the house, when
Then the agents visited a flowers, shrubs and trees are
nearby farm to watch two added.
demonstrations: Polei showed
equipment-s- and techniques
involved in fumigating grain

Mir
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A '348°' VALUE

YES! YOU GET THIS MAGNAVOX PORTABLE COLOR
LIEVISION SET FREE WHEN YOU BUY A NEW STEIGER
RACTOR — OR ARRANGE FOR A LONG TERM LEASE (3
EAR MINIMUM)

TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO
2110KE 241-60211 AFTER 5:00PA.RHONE ir41452

le
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Synanon Leader Charged In Attempted Murder
4
.

SAN FRANCISCO IAP) — hospitalized with -acute
Charles E. Dederich once depression" -- and charged
described himself as ."Mr. with. conspiracy to commit
Synanon its designer, chief murder.
execuuve and single greatest
Authorities arrested
Synanon Dederich in connection with
Most
asset."
FILM, FLASII CUES,
members believe turn.
the rattlensake bite Los
CAMERAS, FRAMES,
But ex-members claim he Angeles
Paul
attorney
Artcraft Studios
was -always, drunk, and Morants received when he
s• IS* 1011/1.1
obsessed with violence. With reached into his mail box Oct.
Ne• Petleas Ie.
creating his own army." 10.
lies
Dederich
today
A reformed alcoholic when
he founded Synanon 20 years
ago to help others, Dederich
was too drunk and sedated to
• Free For The Asking!
be formally arraigned after
his arrest Saturday in Lake
write
Havasu City. Ariz.
Synanon members who have
ooked to Dederich for
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Wection for two decades say
they are shocked, but not
discouraged.
"This is not a Jim Jones
type of thing. Nobody's gonna
line up for -Kool-Aid. We're
going to persist," said an
official wishing anonymity.
• But those who have left
Synanon • say the parallels
CROSS
between Dederich's Synanon
4 Roman tyAnswer to Saturdays Puzzle
1 Enamel
rant
and Jones' Peoples Temple
nan
i 6 Collect
5 Spoor •
—beTs
are remarkable. M,ent
1 Thinner ,
6 Paid notice 0000 0000 OCEI
2 Texas city
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Distr by L nited Feipture Syndicate. Inc.

would would kill for Dedench,
if he asked them to, exmembers say.
"Synanon
is
a new
American religion, and I am
its founder," Dederich liked to
say. We began in a storefront
on a $33 unemployment cheek
and have grown in 20 years'
time to a corporation with
assets of $30 million."
In 1958, Dederich was an
exCatholic, ex-employee of
Gulf Oil Co., ex-..beach bum
and exalcoholic. He had
participated in early LSD
experiments at UCLA.
Enthused by his own
recovery, and convinced' he
could help others, he began
the movement in a rundown
Santa Monica storefront.
Synanon grew, headquartering its legal department in
San Francisco and opening
ranches in Mann County to
the north and Tulare County in
the foothills of the Sierra. Its
membership topped 1,000 in
the late 1960s, but now has
dropped to about 900.
Thousands of corporations
donated money, including

Generallkotors, Ford, Xerox,
Pan Am andSperryRand.
About eight years ago, it
began attracting non-addicts
and non-alewholics,whopined
it as an alternative lifestyle.
Ex-members cannot pinpoint when Synanon's taboo
against violence began
crwnbling, but it grew more
regimented, more secretive.

The "National guard" was
formed as a security force,
and "The Imperial Marines"
were trained in martial arts.
Later Synanon bought $62,300
in guns, ex-members say.
Vasectomies were ordered
for all males 18 or over;.
Atjorney Morantz' name
became familiar after he won
a 2300,000 settlement against

Synanon.
After the rattlesnake incident, two Synanon members
-- including Lance Kelt
son of band leader
Kenton — were charged with
murder and
attempted
Dederich was eyed after exmembers told police of
histrade.
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TRASH BALL
KANSAS CITY, Mo.( AP)-Kansas City may- . still be
runnerup to the New York
Yankees in the American
League, but ball fans Ire do
have one first-place claim.
-Trash Ball," a citizenparticipation game invented
by the Kansas City Clean City
Commission, won first-place
honors in the 1978 Keep
Ameita Beautiful Awards
program.
The local trash-ball campaign urged residents to battle
litter by tossing it into a trash
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Save A percent
on Allstate
Homeowners
Insurance for
your new home.
If your house
is five years
old, or less,
You May
qualify for
Alls te's"New House10%
Discount." Give me a call
and get in on the savings.

2. NOTICE

GOD LOVE;

hell
, you. C
759 4600.
6
0D IS L01,
Pike to know
jhe Bible,
hour phone;
tacts

'Appease to bow Suatooner a pressmen

AllStatee
You're in good hands.

5

Atlas% besussace Co.,tiorthbroak.

•

See Agents:'
bBillington, CPCU
Owen Billington
Guy Billington
Tom Scruggs
Dan Shipley

Special Sirloin Steak-Ilea]
Includes:
.41.5 Item Salad Bar
Drink
Potato
STOCKADE'
SIRLOINAli-Amencan
Toast

The

Murray
Insurance
Agency

Beef

9..' Air Center

Celt

tel

AK Coats /53.4751

Rightgas at;hetghtP*Here
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Superb
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control:
. Snap ol
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ONLY20
Shopping
Days Lett!

SHOP EARLY1
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ThePer
student
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PUMPS

l'Ak WRITING A BOOK
ABOUT BEETHOVEN

BRRRPL-- -IT'S
c,0- COLD TGAIDAY

2. NOTICE
WE NOW HAVE THE Love

SHE
KiCK5 HIS
PIANO!

THERE'S THIS GIRL WHO
LIKES HIM,SEE, BLIT HE
WON'T PAY AM( ATTENTION
TO HER...50 qOU KNOW
WHAT 51-IE 20E5760E55!

Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753-8298. We copy and restore
ofd nhotographs.

Corvette-Lanes
-.Sports Shop
Pre Christmas Sal,

NANCY-- CAN
YOU SPELL

DECEMBER ?

ADVERTISING
, DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the. day _.befo
publication.
All . reader
classifieds must be
submitted. by .12 noon
the
day
before

Bowling Balls I Bolding Bags
noo OFF
up to $12°' OFF up to $11IV

13RRRRR

I

DECEMBR FORR

( Free Drilling + a Free Game I

c Pro Limo
-:: Golf Clubs *Balls *lisp
BEETLE BAILEY
GARGE, CAN
I HAVE A
PASS?

CAN'T
H EAR
YOU

M Many gif
1 or secre
4

coniect Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 753.3128.
-FOR-THAT Vacation of a life
time, reservations now being
accepted for a 9 day 2 Island
vacation to Hawaii, direct from Chicago Marth 9th
1979 Special incentive for
reservigions
made
by
December 9th. Final cut off
date Jan. 24, 1979. For further information, call Hoyt
or Opal Roberts, 753-3924.

fi

N314

E, M

pblication.

Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and other
golf and tennis clothing

REDUCED TO SELL

HEARD
THAT!!

1
I

BIONDI(
DAGWOOD!
WATCH OUT!!

110% OFF

TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Main St. LAY-A-WAY PLAN
753-2202

%Pp veeh ilepillets Meth

111Na 1111N4 /Pp

Christmas Sale
Draperies - Bedspreads Drapery Rods - Levolor
Blinds - wovenwood
shade vinyl wallcaverin§
carpet. - vinyl floor
covering- custom- picture
frames - Glidden paint - -

VOSVP.011.011NOINI‘Pqr.Pgillt‘31.".

1
r,

•0

i

4

I
I Are You Prepared?
1
1
1
/1 Cold weather is on its way! i

/1 We have lots of things to i
1
I do on those long dreary)
days ahead.
1
1
3
3
3,
3
1
Stop by today at
1
1
1

i

Blacks
Decorating Center
Carl. Sod le P5.0.5,. /0 1..1 leper..
Bel% Dem% Peerselleg Serves ii Yews lesererece

h

Open Mon.-Fri 7 ul 5, Sat 8-12 __
701S 4th, Murray. Phone 7534839
.floor Cri,ering .PirtUre Frames iiWall Cfivertng iWumotn
I U•apes.Rods eRedsprmids •- ••

1
1
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BURGER QUEEN
Wants You. If you want to grow, we havi ,
the room you need in management. Stop
111 aryl talk to us. we want to talk to you.
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2. NOTICE

I ST I'LL HAVE a few dates
open for December weddings •
Make
your
arrangements early. Finest
in
wedding
photography
Carter's Studio. 753-8298.

15._ARTLCLES FOR SALE
SALE
REVERE
ware,
copper
bottom, save 40
percent On 1, 1! 2. 2, and 3
quart sauce pans. Double
boilers, 11
/
2 and 2 quart, 4/
1
2
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt stock
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch- sk diets.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
16. HOME FURNISHINGS

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

Check
Your
Ad

wilimmusinamommmin5
uill/ague

Is A Saw LAIL> ti,t

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1r27
FREE PARKING!

q

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used T.V.'s

HARDWARE STORES

f'ICPCU
;ton
on

5 Products,
Jones, 217 S
1128.
stion of a life
as now being
day 2 Island
waii, direct March 9th
lcentive for
made
by
Final cut off
/79. For turn, call Hoyt
753-3924.

2. NOTICE

GOO LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible, Facts,
/59 4600.
GOD IS LOVE; If you would
like to know anything about
the Bible, cal 759 4600. 24
nour phone; not a tape. Bible
Facts.

mere premium
Mte.

sw

Toastmaster
Adv•rfis•rs
or.
roquostod to chock th•
first insertion of ads for
corr•ction.
This
nowspoporWILL --be
rosponsiblo for only ono
Incorrect insortion ANY
SHOULD
ERROR
BE
REPORTED
IMMEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
YOUR
CHECK
AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

1088
Toasts even frozen bread!
Select-Ronic control

AUTOMATIC 2-SLICE TOASTER
Superb styling, quality performance and
outstanding convenience for the entire family
"Select-Ronic" color control automatically
•
controls pop-up toast to the taste everytime.
. Snap open crumb tray for fast easy cleaning.

205 So. 5th

- News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified,
Circulation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 753-'
1916and 753-1917.

DANSI"
matching
Scarves & Hats
and Leg Warmers
available at:

Trina's Action Wear
Soul hside Shopping Center
2. NOTICE

Murray Home & Auto

Swimming
Pools

Northside Shopping Center

_o

Western Ky. Pools

GUITARS
GUITARS
GUITARS

:71.TA

WAWAW-itWAZEAWAWAWIrll

442-9747
Paducah, Ky.
w•wwwwwIllwommmennammaswwW•11
'WHAT GOOD IS-ABILITY
WiTHOUT
P PORTUNITe
Of you meet out .111ocl,n9.
ostoblocolions we offer modern
and complete trumng tor o per
r-or•er, d•o,
'er ;,; A; .pasoKsr

-15ricM"'
•••

42079 givrerg mee• age address

Music Ceiffeir

y Many gift items for that "Special" boss
Il
tr or secretary on

your Christmas List!

§ 2. NOTICE

Office ProdUcts.%

k

i314 E, Alain

153-0123
Murray, Ky.
tiW-2i1,1W.A20
1
.A:2r1ZWAW-A2C
:A

ao
Washable Suede lituchitig
U
Sets- •
•leeuck
m
Bet - Tubler
:
4
Travs
Van-Slip
..
i
IT'ine Pultri,r cu..
:
i
Patented
KEEP IT
Uo
COOL wine

• fire
753-1441
Police •
153-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital__
Emergency .. . 753-5131
Humane
Societi
759-4141
Comprehensive
Care
753-6622
Poison Control
753-7588
Senior Citizens
. 753-0929
Neeilline .
153-NEED
Learn To had
153-2288
Foster
Parenting
753-5362
Airport
489-1414
ParentsAnanymous 759-1792,
759-4375 or 753-9261

Lumber Co.
104

Maple
753 3161

:
WHAT WE do best is care.
• Needline,
753-6333.
:
: ARE YOU FACING
THE PROBLEM OF
••
LONELINESS? CAa'
LL 759-4414 AND
•
a
o
ASK FOR TAPE

pourer
keeps wine
chiiled
throughout
the entire
dinner.

#14B.

SOCIAL
CONCERNS
COMMITTEE

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
*Weddings

THE LEDGER
& TIMES

'Portraits

753-8298
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
U

•

•
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The Shon)case

12. INSURANCE

13 Colors
Available

121 Ily•Peas

•

5. LOST & FOUND
1 FOUND: DALMATION dog,
about 1 year old on Murray
State Campus. Phillip Gage,
767 2454.
LOST: PART SETTER, red,
3 month old male, lost around
Midway area Child's pet
Will offer reward for his
return. Call 753 7913.
6. HELP WANTED _
.COMPOTER PROGRAMER
operator. RPG-11 useful but
necees,ary.
not
Hospitalization, pension,
other benefits, good opportunity for advancement,
,send resume with salary
requiremen_as
M.Livingston & Co.,
Box 1039, Paducah, KY 42001.
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759-1661.
HELP NEEDED for yard
work. Part-time year round.
753-7160.
HOUSEKEEPER. Call after
5 pm,753-1540.
MEDICAL SECRETARY, no
experience necessary. Must
have typing and grammer
skills. Send typed resume to
Box 32 P, Murray, KY 42071.
NEED MATURE person to
sit 4 hours, daily, in my
home. Call 753-6157 after 6
Pm.
SECOND SHIFT supervisor.
Hours 4 pm to 1 am.
experience
Supervisory
Pension
necessary.
hospitalization
other
resume,
benefits.' Mail
and
salary requirement to M.
Livingston and Co., PO Box
1039, Paducah, KY 42001.
•WANTD• PART-TIME cook.
5 am to 9 am Apply at
Southside Restaurant only.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
MATURE LADY wishes to
do house work. Call 759-4615.

,5

If You
Need Them:

MlWtay

I' Tor Your Boss Of The Year':
:
N.

•

753-3682

2, NOTICE

Come by Murray I.urnber Co. Thursday afternoon between 1:00
and 5:00 for a FREE
clinic on usage and application of Marlite
Products, Man Made
Brick.

liiiiiisea•Nepee*••••••••••••a•Nowea•fier
7
4
a"

•

Murray,Ky.

ictMain

§

-Twin Lakes

phone number Qftd OCC.4,0,
,000,
bokgrw.ond von cOnIcr, you for
coolidentot
o
otteuriess at your
tontini•nce
Oae,nos
. throughout *Os Uwe
and
y
.Souihor
lit!hate
,

Chuck's

•Portable Typewriters • Attache Cases
'Pen Sets 'Desk Accessories

We we now writing insurance
on mobile homes, with 3 dif
ferent companies For best
rates contact Wilson Insurance end Real Estate, 302
N 1211, 753 3243

10:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

I▪ V
•
▪
•

.

Mon.-Sat.

NavyWhlte
Ns vGoid
NavySearlet
Burgundy-Gold
Browrilleipe
Roysi1White
RoyalGold
GreenWhite
BeigeBrown
GreenCold
PowderNavy
ScarletWhite
OranpeWhite

Visa -blaster Marge -4 i(1 00 ain 30 p.m. .
111•114111•Mellelielleillen011410•1111081011108•OskIMIR

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
For Employment in Murray. Hy.
Forrral electronic training preferred, host ever or
the job cahlevision experience m ill be copsidered
Good salary, plus excyllent fringe benefits Which
elude group hospital, life and dental insuran.,.
liberal vacation and paid holidays.
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'Had hiceS MOO(know... 4,4%41
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$2895
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SPORTING GOODS
II

Closed All Day Wed.

'1444
444:
,....iiirYI4
iekitt4
jawsMa Nal CUT SI.14
•
TO1
SPIW.
MO$A°t•
I'
.

-

f42.

MI
lei124471141kiV”Itiat-

Pin& citaW51-74if ,
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'

dinated Seti - Slacks - Caps - gowns Pajamas - Robes - Linerle - Boxed
"Baby Gifts Blankets - Sleeping
Bags - Sleepers - Jewelry - Un- .
dershirts - Diaper Covers - Underwear
Casual Sh4:%s - Dress
Shoes:-- Dress Boots - Rubber Footwear.
Free Gift Wrapping Shop Settle Workman where
you will find quality mdse. at a reasonalbe price.
Shop cash, lay away, Bank Americard, Master
Charge and Charge.
We appreciate your business!
Closed Sundays
23. EXTERMINATING
-

14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes Call 502-527136?.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BOO'S BlutrecP 5j,
SOLID hard rock maple.
Expertly crafted, square or
round to choose from.
Delightful to use Made of
Northern hard rock maple.
$219.
L-crgarrr, WS,Mayfield, KY. Phone 2475648. -

-

S

' *..-

.

..tow.Zaro.r..4-4........s.-ea

TitttitiraTIFITIIIIIIII

Murray
Surly
..Co.
27. MOS.HOME SALES

24. MISCELLANEOUS

3 BR, 11
/
2 BATH, furnished,
central heat and air, sharp.
Call 753.1725 or 759-4926.
THREE BEDROOM, mobile
home, all electric, furnished
with a built on porch, 2 out
buildings
and garage. Set up
SALE SKILL ROUTER, /
1
2
'hp. Model 548, 529.99. Wallin on 1 acre land on Penny Hwy.
Call 489.2248 after 4 pm.
Hardware in Paris, TN.
12 X 50 MOBILE HOME, 2
SALE:' CHAIN
SAW, bedroom, 1 bath, $3500 firm.
McCulloch 300, 18 inch cut,
Call 753 9255. •
excellent condition,5100 firm.
1972 12 X60 MOBILE HOME,
Call 436-224,3.
2 bedroom:, gas, unfurnished,
SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
538, 1.5 hp, 71,a inch blade, $4500 Call 759.4939
18. MOB. HOME RENTS
$29.99, model 574, 13
/
4 hp, 71,a
inch blade, $34.99, model 559 3 BEDROOM, TRAILER, 5
bail bearing, 2 hp, 7/
miles East of Murray on
1
4 inch
blade, $49.99. Wallin Harlarge lot. Newly redecorated. ,
dware, Paris, TN.
Call 753-0187. .
-2.1411KLISELILP
hockey table,. like new. $125. rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
Call 753-2280.
Court. 489 2533
26. TV-RADIO
TWO BEDROOM trailers,
available December 20. Call
FOR SALE: Used black
753-0957.
white and color tv's.115 and
$20. Paul Winslows, Olumpic
29. HEATING & COOLING
Plaza, Murray.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
27, MOB. HOME SALES
$17.00 per rick, all kinds, we
do not deliver. Call 753-9564.
1972 ATLANTIC MOBILE
home. 12 X 60 with stove and , SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
refridgerator, central air.
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
492-8840.
lined, cast iron doors annd
Complete
1972, 2 BEDROOM, gas, grates.
with
completely
furnished, blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
harvest gold appliances, new
carpet, drapes, large bath, 30. BUS. RENTALS
under pinning. 54700. Call
SHOPPING CENTER next
753-4074 or 753-1877.
to Murray State University
FOR SALE: 1975 Lawrence,
campus has building for rent.
2 bedroom, 12 X 60, furEquipped with gas heat and
nished. Call 753-2316 after 4
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 pm. •
PRE-OWNED JEWELRY,
diamonds and miscellaneous
jewelry. Rogers Jewelry,
North Court Square, 145-10tc,
Paris, TN.

_

's Termite
& Pe,?t Control

FOR SALE: Used Singer
sewing machines, zig-zag, all
regular attahments, sews
perfect, fully guaranteed,
full cash price, $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521.
FOR
SALE: 1
sewing
machine, 1 rocking horse, 1
teicycle, all like new, call 7538414 after 5 pm.
HALF PRICE SALE/ Club
Aluminum, 1, 11
/
2, 2, and 3 qt.
Covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 41
/
2 qt.
covered dutch oven, choice of
colors. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.

24. MISCELLANEOUS
A LITTLE PUDGY
overweight- downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new approach! For information call
759-4536.
CAR BATTERIES 24 month.
guaranted, $22.88, 36 month.
guaranted, 80 amp, $26.99"
and 60 month. gauranted,
$34.99. Wallin
Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
COME SEE THE Country
Ham Christmas Tree, Gibson
Ham Co, 107 N 3rd Street,
MAYTAG AUTOMATIC
Murray, KY.
washer, like new. Wood
CHRISTMAS CLUBS. Full
stove, christmas lights. Call 4 set irons;----24 Sam
Smeed
437 4801.
Signature, medium length,
SALE
CORELLE
ex
7
f15e3x7773
-3 swing weight. $60.
pressions dinnerware: 20 pc
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
8' POOL
TABLE
and
Indian Summer, April, or
equipmetatalnut finish
Blue Heather. Your choice
and is
mly fine
$3999. Wallin Hardware in
condition. 5120. Call 753 7405.
Paris, TN.

Lavwvw

1977 TRANS AM
Black, hatch roof,
24,000 actual miles,
full power and air.

PURDOM

••• tmg

POINSETTIAS
Prices from $3.50 to $15.00
To Choose from

hurley s Florist

S •

'Mew

Garden
Center

,

. 2(r) Walnut Street -

NEW OFFICE HOURS

Coats - Jackets -Jeans - Tops - Shirts

Court Casual gyle 438-100% Acritan acrylic, contrast
set-in stripe. zipper pocket in jacket and pant, 12- leg
zippers. Sires XS-Xl.(Unice%)

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

'

Infant & Children's Dept.

Kopperud Realty
Goes National

ti
Men fall employment mid educational resume to P 0 llor 32 N
Murray. Ky. 47071

„ex
sul.;
Suggestions
For
Christmas
SETTLE-WORKMAN,

,•y
must ha,. these qual,trotors
°Wily to stood o 'oral character
wyest•ootron and abase oIl o
de,,,• be work towords as,c
ceislut career For pus, • ter yoew wr;te Jemmy L
P 0 Sac.101 Calvet' Cry Ky

SMITH • CORONA

The Perfect gift for the less than perfect
student

17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 14116469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
16. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE, Necchi zig-zag
sewing machine, in real nice
cabinet. Sew perect. Full
cash price lae_ao__ Call 3546521.
20. SPORT,S EQUIP.
BATAVUS
MOPEDS
Christmas special, 1399.50,
$25, free ex cessories. Murray
Sport 8. Marine, 718 5,4th St.,
753 7400.
22. MUSICAL
SPINET-CONSOLE
Piano
for sale. Wanted: Responsible party to take over
spinet piano. Easy terms..
Can be seen locally. Write:
Credit Manager, P.O. Box
207, Carlyle, IL 62231.

"'

95.

ME

MCCAdlOC
n
h
In Stock

Hodge & Son, Inc.

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

10% OFF

502 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

See us when
you're thinking
of selling your
home.
When we handle the vie of your home. we
'won't waste your time with casual sightseers
or

We con help you buy, sell
or trade a home anyplace
in the USA and Coned°

753-3251
753-8944 -

windily/choppers. We qualify every prospect to be

REALTY

'WHITE PINE
'HEMLOCK
*CHRISTMAS TRIES

GOY SPANN II LTY

® KOPP[qt)

251-1222_,
_
-46,101/kALLICLitiAX e_ .
35 mm,SLR
after 4 cow

•
-a P?5fl*t

sure he is genuinely interested. Call us if you're
thinking 14ceelling.your home

•

tüñn 7S7g575'
Guy Spann 753-2587

Carl 753 3609
•

-

-Tour',Rale 51i
T.C.lie 753-5122

P AGE 12 THE MURRAY,Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES,WNW Decemb
er 4. WI

AGE 13 T

PUT IT IN THE 1111 Iii
After
32. ARTS.FOR RENT

Thanksgiving
Special
Stop by and see
us for

Storewide Specials

NICE SMALL Furnished
apartment for rent_ 14141/
St.
SIMI-FURNISHED
APARTMENT,
near
University. Phone 753 7618
after 5pm.
UPSTAIRS
APARTMENT
for rent, simi furnished, girls
Only, 2 blocks from campus
Call 753-8335 between II:30
Am and S pm. .
33. ROOMS FOR RINT
ROOM FOR RENT, 2 blocks
from University, with living
room, kitchen, washer and
dryer. All utilities included
$6.5 Call 436 2411
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,on
old Murray and Paris Road
Couple No pets. Deposit
$130 per month Call after 6
pm 753 1287
36. RENT OR LEASE
FOR RENT COMMERCIAL
space
court square; on
southside of court square
Now occupied by Children's
Corner.
Space available
January 1, WM For detail's,
contact,' Don
Overby,
Murray,153 1292

11
1: , FOR RESULTS
(fht*

*-iropi.‘

Save si2500

Pardom I Thurman
lasirance I Real Estate
Southsicie Court

Murree, kentecky

Inflationvalue
onthkTOUk
memory machine.

753-4451

Wave a
GHappy
cHoliday!

Ms Arr...0.6•0•14
01.0
110 e.110.160.0.11111.0
onOVINI
•1111111•Mir....411111110.1
S•11010
".
.
WOW.00:11015kTU S

'Murray Sewing
Center

• ar-_-

-

r_

32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT: i bedroom
apartment at Southside
Manor -118:4rtments, for
elderly persons only. unit is
based on income. Equat 0P17Ortunity housing. 7538221-.

Storage Space
For Rent
23-4758

32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR RENT 1
bedroom, heat and water
turrTished. $125 per month
753 2964
1 BEDROOM duplex, par
tially furnished $85 per
month, 753-4331.

introducmg exctting ne.A.

Zenith Home Entertainment
TV Values!
4
Arivim
NEW 1979

isysnm 3

Plait

Dell ream% aPPWRfowlit
7S1-41411 Woodsy

EIGHT YEAR OLD, gelding,
1.4 hands tall, very gentle.
Call 753-0224 after 5:30 pm or
weekends.
FIVE WEEK old Bassett
Hound puppies. $50 for male.
$40 for females. 489 2770.
MIXED GERMAN Shepherd
and Collie puppies. 1 mate,'3
females, had all shots and
wormed. Call 73 3762.

al. PUBLIC SALES

1111111
,1DW

1964,
35
PASSENGER
CHURCH BUS. Mail in your
bids to Walnut Street Baptist
Church, Box 161, Benton, KY
42025, by Dec. 6 We reserve
the right to refuse any or all
bids. Bus can be seen at the
•
Amettom 1111Ww. o Church. .

\

-12I

43. RAAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

WILSON
Professional Sem ices
With The Fnendh TOOL*:

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION . You'll have
no delay in putting
Wayne Wilson 753.5066
eour
Tom Horodoie
y Mteeni tss-seirs
rui tatte-r or 4
Ales Mcleod 753.1575
bedroom home located
753-3263
lit,' Street
on a large lot in ex•
cellent neighborhood
THE OUTCOME IS INHome has I'? baths,
COME Extra nice duplex
all appliances, large
apartment. Each _side has 2
bedrooms, living room,
closets and many
kitchen and bath.. Modern
other extras. PRICED
kitchens have all built-in
TO SELL! Boyd
appliances.
Located
just
outside the city limits, so you
Majors Real Estate,
only pay county •taxes. A
beautiful way to be practical. •, 106-N. 12th.
Priced at 3.41,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222 for all your Real Estate
needs

1914C0IDWATFR

.ilmiceroorool'o ems ily•IPV100•11.010.1.1.VONIMP•1140.•
-

BONN ANT

-sum,

law+.

Creative
Printers, Inc.
808 Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

HaPPY Holidays!

Urp being

Mires
644k0041, bradawl awl Web.
Cisuisi be 2 apts. lot 111 z 147.
Mae an offer.
Also have buyer for a
530,000 home. Call 753
9954 or 753-3460.

75312285

FOR SALE
1974 Dodge Pickup
by sealed bid
The Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, :320 Woodlawn, Murray, Kentucky has a -1914 Dodge Pickup
S/NW2411F4S126465
in "AS-IS" condition, for sale by sealed
bid. Inspect and get bid form at the above
address, or call Frank Dibble, phone 75340.
Bids will tv opened at 2:00 p.m.
December 18, 1978. in the.Divisionof Per-.
onal _Property, 110 Capitol Annex,

Just Received-New Shipment
Largest Selection Of
Chairs in this Area

130

OVER

,

lotttirtrotritetrurnirrrrirra-

MOON,

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

Phone

If

'Reduced $1000
412N.5Th
now $8,950

Let us help you with
all your printing needs.
We also hove
quick copy service

II.:4

Recl
iners
•„

Co

'Waal 1V Sales& gerviee.

•

.4A

CHAIRS

Pmel tort S'
I IWO

SALE
Rattan Drum Stools

KY,

MAI Auction
Realty Sales •
COI. RUCIET AIMIll
A ucttoneer Realtor-Appraiser
Ph. , 901 i479-2906 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn

16

.

so

5D37
/1.1 B0:
80RS
8:1
REAL ESTATE

Take a look at this 9 room, 2
bath brick located near
•downtovyn area Ideal for
professional
office
or
apartments. Zoned business.
Let us show you how your
money can work for you.
LOR,ETTA
JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.
337'1

Professional Services
With The Firtendly Touc.11NEWLY zsIED

You'll find charm dr
conyfignre in this 3
bed
Brick home.
Two e
ivhs, large
closets,
etu
b7 r carport.
Well
ell kept.
You'll likL
-.1109Se,
the yard, L
cation
.& the PRIC 4/Worth
your. time to investigate.
BoydMajors .Real Estate,
105 N. lab
R SOMEDAY HOME
can be yours today with 'Mit
choice listing in Canterburjs
Esbetas---Outstaridingbedroom home with del,
master bdroom with adjoining
private
dressing
room and walk in closet. You
are sure to reach thP goal of
pleasant, comfortable living
with this ,lovely French
Provincial home. Priced in
the $60's. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 are
working hard to provide the
best possible Real Estate
service for vou

4

Save $5"
• -.1

On Each
Of The
Three Sizes

woo..

--.,trktYL

a
a

Free Gift Wrapping
Lay-A-Way

••

}•

•

Battu era= owele. Victorian marling. Natural rat-

Open Iii 8 p.m. M-F

Ill
"
14$14
"
14n
Dillw
"
Small.
Ter .
--tamer

111141113

..

a

**************************
•

As you
matched
at the lc
elegant
rings art
from clas
to assure

P
4
6
1"
10.

QUALITY

WOO M.957006(

East Side !

5271468 7538625
CAIROO.

ta=1:1372:1

COPC PROPER

*Buy one
P

of these...
L (.1 cis_ •

South 124h at Sy-camor
e
TgLEPHONE 7531851

A prime investment
property-is this large
tract of land on Cardinal
Drive. for
$35,000.00., A possible
ten to twelve lots with
city water and sewer
available. A choice
location near Murray
High School.

.MaiMenenven

*

uasari

KOPPE
1111

25" CONSOLE COLOR TV

*•
*..*
* •Special Picture

•

•Special Reliability

Owes,ofolempd 4 Drrtme•
a

*'

=Sold Imo

op „
=4.0uscoo.„134 corod

*

*
*

wew
ProduceCmi
iftilow:
"
sm""rirals
oihres
eite till

ye,

*

.410 gO wpm

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

PAUL WINSLOW'S
Olympic Plaza, Murray 759-1636

4
4-

*
**************************

Dial-A-Service
his alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

TV-STEREO-APPLIANCES
Nights hI 8 00 p
Murray,Ky. 753
-3037

0001 Friday

441 North

firir- I INso13

753-1441

Picture
its a bet
2444.0644

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control

o

753-3914

Police
753-1621

Free Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches, Silver Fish
Shrubs.

Radio Cab
Company

1

6 a m Midnight
7 Days A Week
O 100% solid state
Service Miser chassis
with the Super Module
O Dynacolor system
O Dynabrite in-line picture tube
O Audio Spectrum
Sound
O Satell ite'remote control
,
O Glare Guard filter
O Low energy consumption

Pretemeiteiservim
with The Irlealy Test*"

•

753-5646

Dunn Furniture Warehouse

BOYD-MA)
REAL ESTATE
753-80110

np).

Be! Air Center

TIME
FOR
A
COMMERCIAL. Located at the
corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known as the
Wallis Grocery Bugding, this
IS an excellent location for
any retail business. Priced
realistically at only $22,500.
Phone us today for more
details.
KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1272

In Business
Since 19.56-

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

LI Lai I6$

associate store

13. REAL ESTATE

Waldrop Realty

Lane and Berkline

'tt I

FINISH THIS AND SAVE".
Bring 'yoOte tool box and your
•
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine trees. Small buteconomical with energy
saving heat
Perfect for
young couple See it today.
Call 753-1492, LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS
IF'S
-74LITTLE
country .5 acres fenced for
horses...barn...3
bedroom
brick with well equipped
kitchen
built-in range,
refrigerator
and
dish
washer.. DecorSted
to a
T' ...When would you liketo
see it? LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS,753.1492.
-

I •

-Pier 1 imports

How al
orimit
gifta an
in and
- Santa4
of the t

In Stock

7530101-753 MI

JUST LISTED
. .
AND
VERY
SP
Al.! Convenience
rnaintenane
costs
me to make
thiS ho.
oy to own.
New Ma "re e siding,
central
t, t -3:
bedroom & t, _aient All For $25,041r Call,
Tbclay To See This

MURRAY

SMART START
If' you're
starting out or slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom
cottage. located
near
downtown
shop
ping ..lots of trees and
shrubs for private ef•
tect .. yes, yours... for under
$20,000. First time on the
market. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.

Over 3,000 sq. ft living woo,
Wipe lot on N. 16th. ex
tended. has NH basement,
amtral gas beat central est,
3 baths, recreation room, 2

ANY OFFER will be con
sidered on this 2 bedroolm
white frame house Located
in town on nice street. Call
753 9924 after 3.30 pm.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile hOgle or house. Near
Kentucky take, S42.50 per
month with 11,000 down Call
502•474-2718.
TWO EXCELLENT lots in
Kepiana Subdivision, on
road.Community
blacktop
water $3,000 --- $3,400.
DONALD
TUCKER
R
REA.4.TOR
502 Maple,
Murrey. 753-4342.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
78 ACRE FARM for sale 5
miles from Kentucky Lake.
Call weekdays after 6:30 pm.
Any time on Saturday or
Sunday. 753-7244.

PEOPLE?AN If

43. REAL ESTATE

13. REAL ESTATE

4

Cell 753-7411

Ci...... F DiC

/

4 THE: NIELSEN •6313111 q Eienusmu maple svoodirsbett
ttspi~iWnitmeat
ai
ai=ccs on tap and ends with seise&
• seiect birdlimed sahib. Prime had times=irret Calera
• Eiec1rcTãN.Illuniaided etweinel Numbers.

John Srtriith, Realtor

t4.4

fireplaces. Priced below
replacement costs. Coll 753
3263

snsuov

'
Mu
E_

_37r I

oft&_
-‘r-11111 411410

STORAGE -Bicycle, mowers,
tillers,
mopeds, small
motorcycle, $3.00 month.
Large mowers, motorcycles.
$5.00 month. Boats, campers,
320. up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
cents sq. ft -up. 753 7400.
37. LIVESTOCK•SUPP.
TIMOTHY HAY, square
bales. Call 382 2382 Lynnville, KY.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD
pups. Solid black and solid
white
Call 502-554-2153,
Paducah.
AKC REGISTERED Tiny
Toy Poodles. Will hold for
Christmas. 753-0957.

BEST

7
,1

--'--Start Your
Christmas Club
Today

VILOWO

1

Warehouse

•
•

13. REAL ESTATE

,

Bel-Air Ctr. 753-5323

IP' -

43. REAL ESTATE
UNUSUAL BUT true, a two
bedroom house at 413 W Sttl
for only $9950 Good lot and
good location Could be two
rent 1 unitS. Call C.O. Bondurant Realty 753-9954 or 7533460.

.•

Hodge &.
L_ Son Inc
trth

.

Phone
753-5351

Onturs
•

REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
•RelMishing a Repairs
*Custom Bull? Furnstur•
•Arthque Bross Hordwor•
fi.•#. Kitchen
cobinrIs

2243371

Carrier
Poison
Control
Center

733-7588

Quality Service
Company

'44
.
111Node.-

CI

Hoot Pump
Spec/ohs?.'

Modern Sheet Metal
&Service Departments

CHIMNEY SWEEPS

753-9290,

Business 159-4518

Callon* County
Rescue Squad

Taber's
Body Shop

Ranee, gw4ien, wee, 'ewer
power asW coocrete tools lend
etc.

753-57
.• Immo;

.

R02 N. IfIth Street
NV

•

.

ono ene
a
a

Ch

Hinman's
753-5131 Rentals

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

ti

9.

Chimney Sweeping in the
fine old tradition

24 HOW Wrecker
Service

-•

153-3134
_7534111

TXTChiistini
n ay
fieirr
-,arlagair "

•PARR AR

"4"

•
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

• its illit,:vizi/obet...46-7:4;
ESTATE
FER will be con
n this 2 bedroonlme house. Located
in nice street, Call
fter 3.30 pm.

How about a
Honda for Christmas?

FOR SALE
SALE: Complete
tic system. Water,
and driveway for
me or house. Near
-Lake, $4250 per
th $1,000 down Call
18
'
lots in
subdivision, on
road.Community
$3,400.
,000

R

-ELLENT

R

TUCKER

R

502 Maple,
3-4342.
FOR SALE
FARM for sale 5
Kentucky Lake.
ays after 6:30 pm.
on Saturday or
37244.
-

orts
ssnt Lae store

Air Center

i

How abusit a Christina, gitt ”fl wheels rhark noka nruxlelnwan
or WM/MUM lir Honda retakes a wide variety Chnstmas
era and one 01 them o perfect for yorneoni-on your-list. Come
in and see the eolorful Honda Express"' and Exprese'll. the
Santa-red ATC*70and all oututher gift Ildea•now. All at one
of the mom kin OW13[111.13 31.4C3 in town your Honda dealer',
e
PlIc,
ha.

.
0
$239

Overby
Hondo

dtnik.14100
2.4illo.k.401M_Y

ools
00

Traditional Wedding

Rings

ach
lie
Sizes
rapping
Way
.m. M-F
'
411
0

..,,_The...414144W-4100044-cw*Qv
Ars you begin. a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love, you share They are superbty.styled in
elegant 14 carat gold Keecrlsalie matched wedding
rings are designed to. please every possible taste
and
from classic, to contemporary, to avant garde
to assure lasting pride and satisfaction

Furches Jewelry
Midi wakes-nice
g wenerseen

iier-toder
.Ilarranaan

KOPPERIM REALTY
-, GOES
NATIONAL

MOdllaair
,
9
.311/.44,116,..0
11.14W11 3

44. HOMES FOR SALE
ra,qta NEW BRICK house,
energy efticent heat pump,'
super insulated walls, ceiling
• and floors. Living room,
kitchen, 2 full ceramic tile
bath with tubs and showers
Utility . room, 3 bedrooms,
family room and covered
perch. Possiblity of extra
income rental room within 2
blOcks of main University
Conipus. Wall to wall carpets'
by Enix, 82 gal, glass lined,
quick recovery hot water
heater, garbage desposal,
custom built, hand crafted
cabinets and counters in
kitchen and utility, marble
top vanities, storm windows,
chandeliers, 16' wide concrete, driveway. Priced to
sell at $70,000. John O. Pasco,
753-5791 or 753.260.
BIUY DIRECT from builder
and-save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes
located in Kirksey, within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 31a acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows.and doorS,,
and well insulated walls and
room,
Living
ceilings.
bedrooms, and hall are
Kitchen,
carpeted.
washroom, and both tuff-baths have vinyl- floors.
has plenty of
Kitchen
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
porch.- Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
to sell. Call after 5 pm. 4892387.
FOR SALE: 2 bedroom white
brick home, 21/2 miles out on
Neal Road off 121 South.
Approximately 1110 acre.
$33,900. Phone 753-5428.
FOR SALE by . owner: 3
bedroom, 2 bath, formal
living and dining area, den
with fire place, large utility
room, double garage with
area,
storage
storage
building and garden spot,
double lot with 200 ft. frontage. Call for appointment.
759-1086.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 6.9
acres, 2 bedroom frame
house, 1680 sq ft. in house
with sun porch and 4 out
buildings. Located 3 miles
SW of Murray on Old Murray
Paris Road. Call 753-1966
days, or 753-3245 nights. FOR

53. SERVICES OFFERED

r
a

A

-111111.4PANi;i

the green door ,

fl

Dixieland Center

°AT THIS'TIME OF THE YEAR -THE
STORES WILL BE CROWDED WITH
PEOPLE HALF OF WHOM WILL BE
-ISHOPLIFTER S."

•

After
Thanksgiving
Sale

Chestnut Street

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
calf ErneStWhite,753-0605.
NEED TREES cut? Landoll
Tree Service. Call George
Landoll, 753-8170.
-NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak. S25-rIck. Call
John Boyer at 75.3 8536.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753,3682 or 7537149 after 6 pm.

FOR YOUR
DRIVEWAY
WHITE ROCK,
RIP-RAP, LIME,
SAND, DECORATIVE
ROCK, OR SEPTIC
ROCK NEEDS.

Call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6773.
ROOFING,
excellent
references.
Call
753 1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,
leveling, back filling. Call
753-7370.
TREE
TR1MING
and
removal. Free estimates.
Call 436-2294 after 5 pm.
WILL 00 -(RONING in MY
home. Will pick up and
deliver. Call 753-388-4.
57 WANTED
I WOULD like to do babe
sitting in my home Call 7535913.
WANTED, USED Diamond
Jewelry. Highest trade-in
allowances given. Rogers
Jewelers,
Court
North
Square, Paris, TN.

49. USED CARS

One Week Only
Entire Stock

20% off

4

Murray
Datsun Inc.

(Layaway Now For Christmas)
•

The

College Shop

Mens) •

And

e Ms. Shop (Women's)_
214 N2.15th

Murray

49. USED.GARS

*9. USED CARS

1969
SALE:
FOR
Beetle. New
Volkswagen
r753Call
battery.
Wes and
-4746.

1978 1-BIRD, new, fully
loaded, 1-roof, 4,000 miles.
Also a 1978 ,Broncho A wheel
drive, 9,000 miles, new,
excellent condition. Call 7536345. "
VERY RARE 1956 Chevrolet
Sedan Delivery, rough but
original. Call 753.7365..
1974 WHITE GRAND Prix
Pontiac, all power. Also a
1972 Datsun. Call 437.4544.

.1977 - F-10 DATSUN HATCHBACK, low mileage, air,
AM-FM, 5-speed, like new.
Call 7539951.
1970 FORD, good condition,
$600. Call 753 5749. .
FOR SALE: 1968 Chevy
HOUSE FOR SALE. 5 BR, I mpala,$100. Call 753-2433.
brick veneer house, 2200 sq. 1973 VONDA,
automatic,
-ft. excellent location, 704
$1200 or best offer. Call 753Olive, newr health center,
6.511 Q!759•1155
library,
public
middle
school, - S42,750. Basement, 1974 MERURY MONTEGO
Pip baths, central gas heat, MX, 4-door, excellent, $1600,
garbage 1969 Plymouth, and a 1966
dishwasher,
436-e6jgood cond
conditioned, _ Chevrolet,
diS
.
nook, fireplace in Call
a
MONTE
living room, large family 1973
CARCO,
room. 52 gallon glass lined Landau, AM-FM radio, air,
electric Jot water heater, swivel bucket seats, good
front patio, lot 60 x 150. condition, tires like new.
Would consider a 3 way $1600. Call 753.8217.
trade-, neve
buyer for a 3 1930
MODEL
A
Ford,
BR house. Shown by ap- (coupe), 327 engine, chrome
pointment only. John Pasco, headers, , turbot automatic,
753-5791 or 753-2649.
tilt wheel, button tuft inANOTHER terior, keystone wheels, new
REDUCED
$1000. 2 bedroom, white radials, all metal, excellent
frame house in good location. condition, $7300 or best offer.
All appliances and draperies 13546206.
go with house. Call 753-9924 1972 PLYMOUTH FURY III.
after 330 pm.
Good condition. Power and
1974
air.
47. MOTORCYCLES
$695.
Pint0.
Automatic,$895. 489-2595.
1972 SL 350 HONDA. Has new .1968
SIX
CYLINDER
tires and
battery, good Camaro, rough condition,
mechanical condition. Call has new tires. Asking $450.
492-8102.
Call 759-1613.
41. USED CARS
A LITTLE Dodge Colt. $450..
Call 759-4974. '
'78 COUGAR XR7
1968 BUICK, one owner,
excellent. Call 4374801.
Looks & drives brand flee,
1967
CAMARO
RALLY
low miles, loaded with exSport. One owner, clean car.
tras, comfort supreme, still
327 automatic.-Call (9011,642
in warranty. Will sell or
7392.
trade on. $6500
1972 ELCAMINO 400, full
power and air, reasonable.
PARKER
Call 354 6514.
FORD
FORD
GALAXY.
53,000
1972
miles, asking $1100, make an
offer. Call 437-401.

53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & SonGeneral home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1395-4967 or 1362-4895.
BABYSITTING IN My home.
Call Lincla,_474-2320 from 2.7.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
cPps installed, minor repair.
604 South 12th Street
References furnished. Call
Phone (502) 753-7114
the Chimney experts. Magic
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 7594878.
DO YOU
need stumps
- 1974 SUPER BEETLE, red. removed from your yard -or
Call 753-9490 after 5 pm.
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
SO. USED TRUCKS
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM below the ground, leaving
only sawchisLepd
_ De.11‘...1.4._LaijiaLi;t0041swefor
hieti-iStev7e
,
-1 0•
-ertr.--A1Vrrkil;
753-9490 or Sob Kemp, 435
player. $2450. Cali 489.2595.
_ 4343.-..
1977 CUSTOMIZED DODGE
YOUR
SEWING
Van, carpet throughout with DOES1 1 so,
cruise control, bed, ice box,' machine need service. .
AM FM, 8 track speakers; call 354-6521.
CARfront and back, 30,000 miles. EXPERIENCED
Call 753-1336 or 767-6695. - PENTER 'will do carpentry
1972 CHEVY Pick-Up. 55,000 or roofing. Free estimantes.
actual miles. Call after 4:30, Call 759.14M ne 4.37-4351.
FENCE SALES at Sears
pm, 753-3662.
1964 FORD PICK-UP, $430. now Call Sears 733-2310 for
free
estimates for your
Call 753-8056.
needs.
51. CAMPERS
GUTTERING BY, SEARS,
1979 MODELS ARRIVING, Sears continuous gutters
come out and take a look, installed
per
your
White's Camper Sales, your specifications. Call Sears
local
Starcraft
dealer. 753 2310 for free estimates.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non-toxic an'111M,1
tifreeze $3-.99 per gal.
Located 4 miles from Murray
on 94 East. Call 753-0605.

otJTSUN

e

Split level entry.
room, split
Carpet ,-thrbughout, well
Andersen
insulated' with
windows, brick and wood.
Approximately 16 acres, 8
miles north of Murray. Nice
quiet area. Widow leaving
state. Cal/ 753-2810.
1504 HERMITAGE PL. by
owner: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
fully equipped kitchen,
breakfast room, extra large
family - room
with wood
burning fireplace, formal
dining and ' utility -room,
featuring solid oak floors and
staircase, wall paper in
every room, 2 heat pumps, 2
car garage and wood shed.
Lot 155'X250'. Call for an
appointment. 753-0110.

"INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam -inplace
urea formalehyde.
Free
estimates,
no
obligation.
Kentucky.
Tennessee Insulation, R1.7,
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(5021 435-4527.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203c' '

GIFT SUGGESTIONS
Harui--paintea Christmas Tree
Ornaments
•. Guest Towels with Christmas
designs
*Guest Soap with Christmas
designs
*Men's travel cases
*Backgammon Sets
*Import- Hand Woven wall
hanOngs
op.
--A-Gmo
eorgzou_ss
lo Towels
re
Wrapping
Gift
Sun.1-5 tal Christmas
Lay-Away
N_5‘-dit

r;

_(1976 united Feature Syndicate, Inc

,#2-4'

53. SERVICES OFFERED

GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
storm windows and doors
repaired Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement lobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Coldwater Rd 753 0180.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
hooting and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753 2310 for free
estimates.

We/come to
iWatiti's
rEle
PIZZA & SPAGHETTI
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11111110NI
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WE OPEN FOR LUNCH .)T 11:00 EVERY DAY
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Saturday, December 9,1918

Bag & Beads

IS BIGGERAND BETTER!!! .

-

10:30 a.m. - Rain a Stet

LOCATION: 10 miles east Murray, Kentucky on Highway ill fallen tad), in the NI*
borhood of Blood River Area on Kentucky Lake. From Murray, take Highway 94 East 1 and mid
miles to Highway 280, continue] and one-halt miles to property. or take %Way 121 South 1111.
way 280. Tom lett on 280 and continue north approximately 6 miles to ProPerk

HAS MOVED'

SPECIAL

Picture your home in our magazine its a best seller.

tft110 10

25% off

v Jeans
v Tops
Shirts
Blouses

IA06111 VW WV VW an•

$100 Over /
1 2 Price

Historic Home and 6 Acres
This,stately home, built in 1838 by Pete, .itainbacv Kamun .s I'sled in the NATIONAL. REGISTER Of HISTORIC
Fuca ''Sechisavars' nine rooms include on the first floor a 10.120 toyer. 20421 livias..sam 204.21_-tening
town, 13's18 kitchen 4.20 bent room. utility roon,. and one
onellatf bath The tope level has 3
bedrooms 2 of which are 20'1E21'. the third being 14420 with secorre-stairway Much rehatelitation has bee,
accomplished to restore this Some to its prestnt fine condition
Although the abuncinice of antiquity is preserved. many 'modern conveniences have been added Heat and a,,
conditioning is supplied by a new central electric unit and water is supplied by a 140' private well The kitchen is
equipped with built-ip tangy dishwasher compactor, and disposal
The house is a 5 bay rectangular with a considerably ender central unit The rear ell is several steps above the
ma.n 6,0(.1l TN,end walls.haye central chimneys that protect only slightly from the surface A singie.,ernost square
'nom or, each side flanks the central hall on both stories The star' with its brie rail of loc.1 apple wood flies to a
,rind!rtv n;ei the back entrance and returns in a short flight There ore vs operable fireplaces with grooved mantles
oar!ut the 9ter,oi woodwork is of fine dark Cherry
"SO(luSuu4/ d situated Oct 5111 beautiful acres which slope steeply down under the rear of the house into a rithlif
wooded hillside prelievatedlOCatedh affords a beaUt,11.01 view
This is an unusual opportunity to own a rare chapter in hisfOry AND a solid investment fa the future
Reerenabtine will be on premises and have property available foi showing on the following dates Saturday
Nettleton:2S, 900 am to T2(X noon. Sunday. November 26. I 00 pm to 5 06p.m . Saturday December 2 900
urn. If 12:011.1100/1. Sunder. December 3, 1 00 6) m to 500-ste
i5C101111111 WE: This is a *vision wattle* enlaced by(Owe"(troll Can Then•116 IIISint nice Ibis is aa
anise

-ore

?BAJA chas moo:5.o r,s•z.A0.0cullaes.•ItSis thia.csam.thAa

10

"SECLUSAVAL"

14 K Gold Serpentine Chains

Make It An
Christmas

Be Prepared
For
Christmas 1919
One wine Winging VW 1AI MI

los

.1e%•cltv
Ilet%scen Behr, t(ook,

I
1
t
1

Vernon's

ire=
ow
drew
ow,
ale
wow,
wpm
owe.
ase
r.

V-Neck Sweaters
Cardigan Sweaters
Golf Jackets
•
Golf Shirk
Rain sow
Warm-Up Suits
Hooded Jackets
Corduroy Slacks
Belts
Socks
Velour Shirts

Selling agents will he happy to show property try appointment

esti! with financial arrangements am day pr,o,

"Inv

TERNS 20% down day of sale, balance
-on delivery of deed within 30 days.
POSSESSION- With Deed
NED- Sellers will furnish Deed and Deed lax.
OWNERS Bill Burris and Salome Burris Wynn
LISTING 1801E0

IL

7514492 ,
1200 Sycamore
Murray,,My

Free Gift

Western Store

)
1

'loots 8 Shoes For Everything Under The Son

Wrapping

Free Parking

Sale Cemented by

coy.shelf.,
AirISTS.Tr.4-40441040Wete-PAO.% 110110
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Deaths An
James Loyd Carson
Dies Saturday With
Rites Held Today

William C. Brewer
Dies At Age Of 92

Funerals
Gus C. Haley Dies
At Local Hospital;
Funeral Is Today

MSU Orchestra
To Give
Fall Concert

Mrs. Slaughter's
Rites At Mayfield

Final rites for William C.
Brewer, 92, Paducah, native
of Calloway County, were held
Thefuneral for Gus C. Haley
Friday at 11 p.m. at the chapel of Alrno Route 1 is being held
of the Roth Funeral Home, today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
Paducah, with the Revs. Jim the Linn Funeral Home,
Calhoun and Joyce Moore Benton, with the Rev. Steve
officiating.
Shepard, the Rev. • Bob
Pallbearers were Roger Warren, and the. Rev. David
Stewart, Rick and Brewer, Haley officiating, and the
David and Brad Gholson, and Warren Quartet prbviding the
Carl and John blurt. Burial music.
was in the Farmington
Burial will follow in .1,,he
Cemetery in Graves County.
Stewart Cemetery in Calloway
Mr. Brewer died Wednesday County.
at 5:15 p.m. it the Superior
Mr. Haley,73, died Saturday
Care
Nursing
Home, at 5:35 a.m. at the MurrayPaducah. He was& member of Calloway County Hospital. He
the Methodist Church. His was a member of the Oak
wife, Mrs. Opal Trevathan Grove
Cumberland
Brewer, died in 1969. _
_Presbyterian Church. Born
Survivors include three Sept. 10, 1905, he was the son of
daughters, Mrs. Berlene the late John Haley and Lizzie
Hester, Fiurdealing, Mrs. Nell Crosby Haley.
Hynds, Martin, Tenn., and
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Sue Gholson, McCracken Mrs. Ruby Griffin Haley,
County; four sons, Pit; Alm° Route 1; one daughter,
McClean, Va., Bob, Deireft, Miss Mary Nell Haley,
Bill, Brookside, N. J., Murray; one son, Jimmy
and -Tom Brewer, Fair- Haley, Alm° Route 1; one
dealing; one sister, Mrs. sister, Mrs. Lula Bell White,
Linnie Jo Fmcher, Mayfield; Benton Route 1; two brothers,
nine grandchildren; three George Haley, Central City,
great grandchildren.
and Ben Haley, Hardin; one
granddaughter, Miss Sherry
Haley; two grandsons,
Michael and Brad Haley.

State
Murray
The
University Symphony
James Loyd Carson of
Orchestra under the direction
Kirksey Route 1 died Saturday
of Neale B. Mason will present
at 12:45 p.m. at the Marshall
Its annual fall concert on the
County Hospital, Benton. He
campun on Thursday evening,
was 70 years of age and a
Dec. 7.
retired farmer.
To begin at 8:15 p.m. in •
The deceased was a
Lovett Auditorium, the
member of the Kirksey
program by the 80-piece orBaptist Church. Born Oct. 9,
chestra will also include
1908, in Calloway County, he
performances by two soloists.
was the son of Charlie W.
Marie Taylor, assistant
Carson who died in 1945 and
professor of piano, will be a
Attie Robertson Carson, who
harpsichord soloist for
survives.
Haydn's "Piano Concego D
'Mr. Carson is survived by
Major" and Ann 'Logue,
his wife, Mrs. Ola Filbeck
Gallatin, Tenn., music
CIVITAN SEEK NIGHT — Three prospective members
Carson, to whom he was
education major, will sing-the
for the Murray Civitan Club inmarried on Feb. 26, 1927; his
spect a brochure entitled "Tell Me About Civitan"
recitative and air, "Non mi
with Civitan Membership Chairman
mother, Mrs. Altie Carson,
1.H. Nix. The three are, left to right, Eva Henley,
dir" from Mozart's opera
Cynthia Hart, and Edith. Carson. A
Kirksey Route 1; three
special "Seek Night" is planned for Murray Civitans
entitled "Don Giovanni,"
on Thursday evening, Dec. 7, at the
daughters, Mrs. James
Seven Seas Restaurant. Wayne Williams, lieutenant governor
Other music will be
in
Area VI of Kentucky
/ Ruby ) Hargis, 1303 Overby,
Schubert's "Unfinished
Civitans, will ;peak to the Civitans and thnir\guests.
Program chairman for the Seek
Murray,.Mrs. Buddy (June)
Symphony" in remembrance
Night is Mrs. Opal Roberts.
Windsor, Murray Baste 7,and
of the composer's death 130
Mrs. Charles (Ladd) Black,
years ago, the Magnificent
Murray Route I; two sons,
One -.poem entitled "I..es
D.aymond Neil Carson,
Preludes" by Franz Liszt, and
Kirksey Route 1, and Charles
an opening sprightly overture
L. Carson, 1606 Belmonte,
from an 18th century opera
The television station with slashing the throats
INTERNATIONAL
Murray.
of virtually committed to joining bouffe,
"The
Secrety
TEHRAN, Iran ( AP) -- Venevision reported Herrera, Sharon Amos,the cult's public
Also surviving are three
Marriage" by Cimarose.
the currency system.
a
Gunmen
lawyer
and senator, leading relations officereand her three
hurled bombs -and
sisters,
Mrs.... Laverne
Maschi, a professor of
fired automatic weapons at a by 189,913 votes in an unof- children in the sect's
(Fredia) Graham, Alin°
music, said the orchestra is
ficial
police
tally
station
of 5,233,209 votes, Georgetown headquarters
in downtown
Route 1, Mrs. Beula Williams,
dedicated to presenting the
NATIONAL.
Tehran today, killing one or more than 90 percent of the Nov. 18.
Benton Route 3, and Mrs.
best of orchestral literature
BOSSIER
CITY,
La.
AP)
(
policema
estimated
n
and
total vote. Eight
wounding
Cecil (Margaret) Wilkins,
for the benefit and enjoyment
Death-dea
—
tornadoes
ling
another,the government said. other candidates were running
Mayfield; three brothers,
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) touched down in Arkansas, of the campus, the comAuthorities
far behind, dividing about
said
Lennis Carson, Murray Route
— Leaders of the nine Com- Mississippi and northern munity,and the area.
"terrorists" also fired on percent of the vote.
6, Fred Carson, Benton Route
mon Market countries open a Louisiana, demolish
He eniphasized. that the
ing
police guards at the Egyptian
3, and Fray Carson, Kirksey
twoday summit meeting today motels, trailer parks,
concert
is free and that the
churHobert Preston ( Preb )
GEORGETOWN, Guyana to put the finishing touches to
Route 1; 15 grandchildren: 15
The funeral for Velon Wilson Embassy residence in north
public is invited tri attend.
ches
and
at
least
one
school
—
Adams
the
of
Tehran
Coldwater
(
Sunday
AP)
—
night,
Charles E. Bedunan, a new monetary system
but no
great grandchildren. "
of Mayfield Route 6 was held
a 20-year veteran of the although Britain is still and killing four persons.
The funeral is being held Community, Mayfield Route Thursday at 2 p.m. at the one was reported hit.
LODGE TO MEET
Two young sisters died in
Peoples Temple, faces a
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of 7, died Sunday at 6:10 a.m. at chapel of the Byrn Funeral
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